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F{EBREW {I{ T E CCb{TEXT OF
THE SEMITIC I-ANGT-TAGES

'1.1 Flehrezu, a Semitic language

F{ebrew is a Semitic dialect or tranguage which developed in the
northvsestern part of the Near East between the River jordan and
the Mediterranean Sea during the latter half of tl'te second
milienniurn tsCE. The country cornprising this area was known as

Canaan, a nan'ne that is aiso associated witl'l the language in its
earLiest written sources: Jllp nDq 6"p^! kena'an) 'the language of
Canaan' (Xs 19:18). Eisewhere, the language is called n'Tln1
(ye-lru{i!) 'judaean, Judahite' (2Kn8:26,28, etc.). In the Hellenistic
period, writers refer to it by the Greek terwv Hebraios, Hebrar'sti
(Josephus, Antiquities tr, 1:2 etc.),1 and under the Rornan Ernpire it
was known as fillJJ ('ibrr!) 'F{ebrew' or (f"l)'lJ$ litU! (la6on
'ibri[!l) 'Hebrew language' (Mishnah, Gittin 9:8, etc.), terms that
recalled Eber (Gn 77:14), ancestor of the people that would become
known,like Abraharn (Gn 74:73), by the narne'Flebrew'.2

Frorn a cultural perspective, this language was to ptray an
extremely important r6le, not only in the history of the peoptre rvkro

spoke it, but also wifhin Western culture in general. It was fo be

1 How"u"r, C.H. Dalman (1905, .l) points out that Josephus and the author of John's Gospei

use this term for both Hcbrew and Aramaic.
2 The origin of thc nanrc has still not been adequately explained. Understanding it as reiatc<i

to the root "rl! ('br) 'pass', an allusion to a transition from the other side of the tiver, smacks

of popular etymology. A more widespread modern view relates it to theHabiru or Hapiru

mentioned in numcrous sourccs from Egypt and the Near East, although this implies that the

name was originally an appellative and only later a gentilic. Clearly, such a theory would
need to be specified in great detail. See Creenberg 7970;Loretz 7984.
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cultural trappings of rnore than 3,000 years.3

been created through Flebrew.d
trn the age of Rationalisrn, Flebrew was able to free itself frorrr the

reverential epithets it had accrued over centuries, and was viewed
instead as sirnply another of the s or dialects spoken in
the extreme southeast of Asia, kn the eighteenth centr-lry

3 See Chomsky 7969,2A6ff ;Federbush 1952.

2

onwards as the 'semitic' languages. This narne, as is well known'

derives frorn A.L. Schlcizer,T who based his classification of the

languagesofthisgrouponthelistofNoah,sdescendantsinGn
lO:iffl.1nus, Schlozer was taking up a much earlier idea about the

family relationship of Arabic, Hebrew, and Aramaic' Later'

knowiedge of nerr;- languages would lead to other names being

added to the Semitic family, giving it a rnore appropriate position

within the framework of the 'Afro-Asiatic' languages'

Nowadays, about seventy different languages or dialects are

recognized as Sernitic. They are spread unevenly in space and

time, and vary greatly in their importance, from languages which

have existed across large areas for centuries to small, scarcely

docurnented, dialects, known only through recent epigraphic

discoveries. But recognizable in all of them are corunon features of

phonology, morphology, syntax, and vocabularY, at times

considerably rnore significant than those shared by languages of

other farnilies, such as Indo-European'
In terms of geography, the Semitic languages are found

throughout a laige area, extending from Mesopotamia in the

northeast down to southern Arabia and the coastlands of Ethiopia,

and includ.ing the syro-Palestinian region to the northwest.

Four and a half thousandyearsago,in the northeast,Old Akkadian

replaced Sumerian, a non-Semitic language which influenced

Akkadian in a nurnber of ways and from which Akkadian

borrowed its system of cuneiforrn writing. In the northwest, in

cities iike Ebla, a Semitic language was also used during this

period. In the second rrrillenniurn BCE, while in the northeast

Akkadian split into the Babylonian and Assyrian dialects, an area

further to the west witnessed the rise of Amorite and, later,

ugaritic and. other ianguages known through the Proto-canaanite

inlcriptions, the inscriptions frorn Byblos and Sinai, and from the

El-Arnarna glosses. At the close of the second millennium, the

7 lr-r;.G. Eichhorn's REertorium t'iir biblische und morgenliindbche Litetatur, VIII (LeiPzig, 1781),

p. 161.
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History ot' the Hebrew language

differences between two families, Canaanite and Aramaic, became
more pronounced, and both developed independentiy throughout
the first millennium BCE. Hebrew,like phoenician and some other

In the southwest, from a later period, we find south Arabian,
Arabic, and Ethiopic with their various dialects. The oidest

extreme cases where it is difficult to decide whether or not a

etc.

Following various attempts to describe the main characteristics

8 See Rcissler 1952;796a.
9 Ullendorff 1958.
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Ifebrew in the context of the Semitic languages

connexion with nouns and particles, especially those that have a

biliteral stru.cture. Moreover, claims about the triliteraiisrn of the
Sernitic root are cleariy questionable, given that the phenomenon is
known frorn other languages, and has not been proved to be of
greater antiquity thatr the biconsonantalism preserved in various
Semitic nouns and ever-l verbs. The guttural and ernphatic
consonants, which are sornetirnes presented as typical of Semitic,
are also found elsewhere, for exarnple in the Cushitic languages.
Parataxis, a ctr-raracteristic of earlier stages of the Semitic languages,
has trost its dorninarrt rdle in a number of modern Semitic
ianguages, and cannot therefore be regarded as a definite criterion.

Ullendorff's criticisms are offset by his positive suggestions. The
Hamito-Semitic languages should be regarded as a single whole, in
which the sharing of n'rajor linguistic features enables staternents
not meretry of affinity among the languages but of 'genetic'
relationship as well. Language identification and classification can
be aided by, for exarnpLe, exarnination of structural. patterns,
phorroiogical incornpatibilities, etc., cautious cornparison of
vocabulary, application of statistical analysis to various linguistic
features, detection of isoglosses and bundles of isoglosses, and
even investigation into whether speakers of Hamito-Semitic
Ianguages share a typical way of conceptualizing.

From the beginning of the tenth century, many Jewish scholars
who lived in an Islamic culturatr environment reaiized that

99_TP44pqrr qf Hebrew wjth -o_thqt felqted: languages, spgcifically
Arabic and Alarnaic, q,oqid assist in the understanding of the rnore
obscure passages of the tsible and especiatrly its hapax legomena.

Thus began the study of Comparative Semitics, in which for
various reasox'rs Hebrew initially had a dorninant r61e, but which
was later to develop a xnore scientiflcally philological character.

In the Christian world, the poiyglot tsibles of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries as well as rnultilingual dictionaries like
E. Castell's Lexicon Heystnglotton laid the foundations of
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comparative study, wtrich was spurred on in the eighteenth
century by the Dutchman d. Schultens.

In the nineteenth century, comparative sernitics reached a peak
with the irnportant works of F.H.W. Gesenius, E. ftenan,
T. Noldeke, A. Dilirnann, C. Brockehnann, and others" T'his was the
same period that saw the advance od cornparative l-inguistics in
general and the discor.'ery of new semitic languages thanks to
archaeotrogy and the laborious process of decipherrnent.-Thus, due
in large part to their efforts, it would nowadays be unthinkabtre to
study any one of these languages without regard to the perspective
offered by comparison with the structure anel deveropment 

'f fhe
rest. lo

The present centi.rry rvitnessed the ernergence of rnany farnou.s
Semitists, including most notably G. tsergstrdsser, kf. Cohen,
w.F. Aibright, G.tri." Driver, and H.]. Forotsky, to whona we shair be
referring later, as well as a rrurnber of outstanding schorars who
are still atrive today.tt

1 "2 Tke Sewitic langwages

Aithougx-r interest in the serritic ranguages started off as strictly
linguistic, many investigators, irrctruding some of the best, have
ventured into tire fields of ethnic origins, anthropoio gy, or culfure,
including religion. Thus, various rn'dern sohot"rs have argued
that the linguistic unity of the different rnernbers of tl-re semitic
farnily is explicable oniy as the result of a comrnon origin.l2
According to thern, there is sufficient evidence _ for exarnple,
comn'ron geographical habitat and unity of iang*age, history, and

10 sec Brockclmann 1944; polotsky 1964; Hospers 1965; uilcndor ff 196'I; r970. There is a
bibliographyin Hos rs i973,365ft.
11 Scc Hospcrs 1966 denz-Badillos 1975.
i2 This has been dcfended by, for example. S Moscati in nurnerous works, Iisted in the
Bibliography His vicw is shared by writers like E. tr{enare, G. Lcvi della vjda, w.R. srnith, and
E. Niclsen"
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culture - to regard speakers of the various Semitic languages as

comprising a singtre peoptre and perhaps even ennbodying a

particular raciai type.
Without entering too deeply into argument about these theories,

we do not think it possible to progress beyond mere hypothesis in
such matters, given that they refer to historically inaccessible

times. And whether or not it is correct, this image of a Semitic
people speaking the same Xanguage and living in the sarne culture
is not the only possible one. ! Iis-torical-datq can only take us back
t9 a,gtage rn w[ich there is already_rnolg diygrgily-lhan gnily, with
distinct peoples across a wide area speak!4g_lgnguages which have
c,elt-el,* -gle$gqtg i4 cornrnon, sharing somg e Pects of culture, but
also undergoing a number of independent developments as well.

approachlng the issue from a would-be 'historical' perspective,
the ancient Semites' homeland or point of origin has long been
deLrated. The ptrains of Centratr Asia, N{esopotamia, Syria-Palestine,
North Africa, and finaltry and most comrnonly, Arabia, have all
receiverl support in this kind of study.t3 A quite widespread view
woulcl identify the ancient Semites with the nornads of the Arabian
desert - frorn here there would have been a nurnber of migrations
towards the periphery, with various groups gradually settling in
neighbouring cultivatable trands. Sorne experts have claimed that
gronps of Sernites had established themselves in the area of Syria
before the third millenniurn tsCE.14 And given the notion of
Hamito-sernitic unity, it is hardly surprising that various scholars
have argued that the first speakers of Sernitic came frorn the north
of Africa, and that they then could have settled in a single place or
imrnediately spread out across the Near East.15

The difficulties associated with this historical problem have left
their mark on strictly linguistic issues - supporters of the
'historical' approach have to assume the existence of a series of

13 The diffc.ent theories are listed in Hadas-Lebel 1981, 10f.
14 See R. Meyer 1966-72, I, 1,3t
15 See Rabin 7982,3391. The thesis of a possible African origin had already been formulated
by T. Noldeke (1899, 11).
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Xlebreut in the context of the Semitic languages

19 See Blau 1928.

History ot' the Hebrew language

proto-languages (proto_Northwest Sernitic, etc.), for which wehave no documentation at altr, whitre attemptinfi iJ^Ar^* ,rp uprecise 'family tree' of the semitic languages. trn contrast, a rrroresober and objective approach to the comparative dafa offers animage of distinct Silfir^i lurrg.rugu" 
"haring 

a range of features.The diversity of 
$e femitlc tJnguages is especially probrernaticfor supporters of the 'histori.ut'inuoo/, and has led fo variousversions of the hypothesis, widespread for several a"o^iu, .,"-,that successive waves (,Invasionsweilen,) of Sernites proceededfrom the Arabian desert to the surrounding territories,"i*porlrrgtheir particurar dialects in these pl*r. Thus, between 2000 and1700 BCE there wouid have b"en u^ Arnorite (early West Semitic)wave, and between 1400 and 1.g00 an Aramaean (laie west sernitic)wave; finarly, in the eighth century CE, there was an Arab wave"r6The historical basis foi the rirst tivo tnvasions, is not as clear asthat of the last one, ieading some urtho.r,r, in rnore recent studies,to devel0p a theory .f iifiltration' which is less 

"tgr;"rhr" ,n"'wave'theory.



H$t}ry ol the ttrebrew language

rnodified version of the 'wave' theory, can explain why
Akkadian and Ethiopic or Arabic and ritic share certain
features, there rern in problerns concerning the grouping and
classification of di nects about which there is stiltr no basic
agreen"tent.

A. comrnon view is that the first division wittrin the sernitic area
happened before 3000 BCE, separating Northeast semitic
(Akkadian) from the rest. It seerns trikely that before 2000 BCE west
semitic had already split into two branches, Northern and
southern. At the end of the second rnillenniurn the cartaanite and
Ararnaic groups emerged within Northwest sernitic. trn the south,
differences developed among Arabic (North Arabian), south

, and Ethiopic. Each one of these branches eventually
into the larrguages and dialects we know today.

C. Rabin, frorn the viewpoint of cliatrect geography, divides the
Sernitic languages into two rnarginal atreas, Northern and
southern, and a centratr area stretching from the Mediterranean to
Arabia.2. i.M. Diakonoff prefers to speak of the Northern
Peripheratr (Akkadian) and Northern Central (Northwest sernitic)
zones as distinct frorn the southern central (Arabic) and Southern
Xreripheral (South Arabian and Ethiopic) zones.21

F{owever, there rernain rnany problems within each of these
areas. in Northwest sernitic, for exampxe, the correct identification
and characterization of the language of Ebla, was only
exiscovered in 7974, has stiil not been properly re one of its
discoverers, G. Pettinato, proposed that Eblaite be regarded as a
third group within Northwest sernitic"z2 Eut thene have also been
n'rany other suggestions - a nofable one argn-ies for the relative
independe'rce of Eblaite frona East and Northwest semitic,
labelling it as Northeast, or sirnply Nortllern, semitic.z3

20 See Rabin 1963, 1,07.
2tr Scc Diakono ff X965, llf .

22 See Pcttinato tr975.
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Hebrew in the context ol the Sarutrc languages

Furthermore, the traditional distinction between Canaanite and
Aramaic ciialects is in crisis. The evidence of tranguages like
Amorite, Ugaritic, Ya'udic, Nabataean, and Falmyrene have also

considerabtry disrupted earlier classifications.2a

Our knowledge of Arnorite, attested solely in proper names

which appear on cuneiforrn tabtrets and which display features of
Northwest Sernitic, is far frorn adequate, and recent studies have

cornpXicated the isst-le further by suggesting that languages as far
apart as, for example, Ya'udic, the Ararnaic dialects, Hebrew,
Phoenician, and North Arabian, may be regarded as dialects of
Amorite.2s

The discovery of Ugaritic in 1929 also required a revision of
traditional theories. In the first years foilowing its decipherment,
C. Virolleaud, Z.S. F{arris, C.H. Gordon, and others placed it
arnong the Canaanite dialects.26 M. Cohen assigned it an
intermediate position between West and East Semitic,2T
N.H. Tur-Sinai concluded that it was a branch of South Semitic,28

and A. Goetze, j. Cantineau, and, in later studies, C.H. Gordon,
emphasized Ugaritic's special characteristics and advocated its
autonomy.zs M.J.Dahood insisted in nurnerous works on a close

retrationshin wittr Hebrew.30 Nowadavs Uearitic is regarded as a

Northwest Sernitic Language, but it is a matter of debate as to
:wfiEThEi itTh li"lru e;orrsidere d as-a-sp eciat sub gronp h a vi n g a
rnore or less close relationship with Eblaite and forming a type of
'North Sernitic', or whether it should be placed within the

been expressed see Cagni 7981;1984; Fronzaroli 1984. I.M. Diakonoff (1990) suggests that

Eblaite was a part of the Common Proto-Semitic dialect continuum, positioned between East

and West Semitic C.FI. Gordon (1990) calls it a border language'.
24 See, fo, e*u*ple, Moscati 1956; Friedrich 1965; Cinsberg 1970'
25 Following G. Garbini (1972,43f ), who also proposes a new classification of the Semitic

languages: (1) Canaanite, (2) Akkadian, (3) the Amorite group, (4) South Arabian, (5) Ethiopic
(155ff.). Sce von Soden 1960.
25 See Virolleaud 1931; Harris 1939,97ff.;Gordon 1940a,88.
27 See M. Cohen 1952, 104ff.
28 See Tur-Sinai 1951 52.
29 See Goetr" 1941; Cantineau 793240;1950; Gordon 1947a,etc.
30 See Dahood 1959, etc.
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History of the Hebrat language

Canaanite group, as suggestedby, for example, H.tr_. Ginsberg,3t
who attempted to class it with Phoenician in contrast to the
subgroup formed by Hebrew and Moabite.

The differences between Aramaic on the one hand and the
Canaanite group and ugaritic on the other seem to have gained
generai acceptance nowadays. However, the distinction between
Aramaic and Canaanite is not valid before the end of the second
millennium, as in the earliest stage of Northwest sernitic there
were still no fundamental differences between the two groups.32
Moreover, the traditional unity of the Aramaic dialects has been
threatened by attempts to include Ya'udic, attested in the north of
syria from at least the end of the second. rnillennium BCE, with
archaic features similar to those of the Canaanite dialects.33 Also in
connexion with the Aramaic group, there is debate about the
nature of the Palmyrene and Nabataean dialects, which use an
Aramaic script and which are usually included within the Aramaic
group/ but which in the opinion of some experts might really be
dialects of Arabic.3a

The validity of the Southern Semitic group is stiil
Certain scholars have claimed., somewhat uncov t
Arabic is genetically related to Canaanite, Ugaritic and Aramaic,36
while others believe that south Arabian and Ethiopic have special
ties with Northeast Semitic.3T

In the northeast, old Akkadian (c. 2800-1950 BCE) was replaced
by the Babylonian and Assyrian dialects in the second millennium;
Akkadian spread over a vast area, until finally conceding entirely
to Aramaic around the sixth century BCE. The influence of its

31 Dzo, tos.
32 See Garbini 1960, 9f f .; Moscati 1969, 4ff .
33 See Dion 1974.
& See Heckcr 1982, 9.
35 See Blau 7978,31ff.
36 R. Hetzro., (7974,791) proposes a new Central Semitic group which would include Arabic,
Canaanite, and Aramaic, in contrast to a southern semitic group cornprising south Arabian
and Ethiopic.
37 See Hetzron 7974,783f.

1.2

Ifebrew in the context of the Sunitic languages

Sumerian substraturn is obvious not only in the use of a cuneiforrn
systern of writing, br-rt also in the weakness of the iaryrtgeatr and

pharyngeatr consonants in Akkadian. In contrast to the other
Semitic languages, Akkadian does not use as a verbai forrn the
pattern qatala, known throughout the western area, or the internal
passive pattern 4utila.38. trt is not certain whether its second prefix-
conjugation of the verb, iparras (= yaqattal), represents a special
new formation, or whether, as many specialists believe, it is a

Proto-Sernitic or even Hamito-Semitic form.3e The spread of
Akkadian as the language of administration throughout the Near
East led to contacts with Indo-European languages and also

facilitated the borrowing of hundreds of its lexical items by
languages like Hebrew.

The results of recent investigations into Eblaite are still not
sufficientiy clear to perrnit an adequate classification. The almost
15,000 tablets that were uncovered in 7974-7975 were written
between 2500 and 2300 BCE and contain numerous ProPer names

of a Northwest Semitic type along with many words and phrases

in a language that is still the object of rnuch debate.a0

Amorite, again a language under dispute, is attested in Syria and

Mesopotamia between 2250 and 1000 BCE, and is known mainly
because of the proper narnes and sorne comxnon nouns found in
the tablets frorn Mari and other places nearby. Despite the many
difficulties connected u'ith Amorite, the coglqq4_vlglgiq $gftS
th e ol d e s t N o tLhw-e s t S e mrtielangu ag.ryet dis c overe d.

--Contrary to the Northeast variety, West Semitic presents as a

characteristic innovation the use of qatala as a verbai form;
regarding the form yaqtulu, opinions are divided, with the majority

38 See Blau 1978,25
39 See von Sod en 7952,726ff., and, on this specific problem, Polctsky 1964,1'7Af.
40 Sce Pettinato 1975. Studies about Ebla have since multiplied. Apart from the works cited in

note 23, see, for example: Pettinato 1981; Dahood 1982; H.-P. Mriller 198t1, etc' The Missione

Archeologica Italiana in Syria has begun to publish the series Archiai reali di EbIa: testi, of

which volumes I (Archi 1985), JI (Edzard 1981), ilI (Archi and Biga 1'982), and V (Edzard 1984)

have appeared. Scc also Bcld, Hallo, and Michalowski 1984; Gordon, Rendsburg, and Winter

1990. Thcrc is a regularly appcaring journal dedicated to Ebla.
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History of the Hebran language

of semitists viewing it as Proto-semitic or F{arnito-semitic, while
others claim that it is a western innovation.al

Among the peculiarities of the Northwest sernitic ranguages as a
whole, which we shall examine in greater detail in chapter 2,
particularly noteworthy is the change of initial zo to y, which
cannot very easily be explained on phonetic grounds, as well as the
complete assimilation of unvocalized nun to the following
consonant (although this feature is not unique to the Northwest
area). some experts would also inciude the development of
'segolate' vocalization of certain rnonosyllabic nouns.42

Arabic clearly shares certain features with Northwest semitic,
like the verbal form yaqtulu, suffix-conjugation suffixes in -f (as
opposed to -k in southern semitic), the devel0pment -af > -ah inthe
feminine noun suffix (which did not occur in, for example, ugaritic
or Phoenician), the interrogative mnh, etc. However, it does not
appear that Arabic should be inciuded in the same 'Central' group
to which Canaanite and Aramaic belong,43 given that such
similarities might be due to parallei deveropment, while on the
other hand features shared by Arabic with other languages of the
southern group are much more decisive - notabre among these are
the broken pluralsaa and the special development of ihe verbal
forrn qatala, which are innovations in morphorogy that distinguish
this group from other branches of semitic. xt has been accepted for
some time that south Arabian and Ethiopic should be regarded as
a single unit distinct from Arabic.as

within the sotithern area, the earriest south Arabian inscriptions
are usuaily dated between the eighth and fifth centuries BCE.46
Ancient dialects include sabaean, Minaean, and Hadrami, which

43 As suggcsted in Hetzron 1974,1g1.
4 See Blau 7978,29f.
45 See, fo, crurnple, Cantineau 1932.
46 Sce F{ccker 7982, gf.

74
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disappeared around 1000 CE. The present-day languages of Mehri,
Shlrawri, etc. represent a branch of the same language family.

The coastlands of East Africa were colonized from South Arabia,
leading to the development of Ethiopic dialects like Ge'ez (third to
twelfth centuries CE), from which, in the north, Tigrifla and Tigre
are descended; in the south we should note Arnharic (first attested
in the fourteenth century CE) as well as other dialects like Harari
and Gurage, the origins of which are uncertain.4T

To the north, the North Arabian inscriptions from Thamud,
Lihyan, etc., date from between the fifth century BCE and the fifth
century CE, with Classical Arabic appearing relatively late - the
inscription of King Mar'alqais, found south of Damascus and
dated at 328 CE, is usually said to be the first document in
Arabic.a8 Of the various dialects of the Arabian peninsula, Classical
Arabic arose as a potential lingua franca halfway through the first
millennium CE, progressing from its earliest literary
manifestations in the pre-Islamic poetry of tire sixth century CE
and especially in the Koran to extend its dominion in spectacular
fashion with the conquests of the Cal.iphate, and continuing alive
and active in a great variety of dialects until the present day.

1,.3 Common or Proto-Semitic

Consistent with the idea that the Semitic peoples have a single
ethnic origin, the tendency has been to regard Common Semitic as

a proto-language with particular characteristics which can be
reconstructed, on the basis of features held to be primitive in the
various historically-documented Senritic languages.ae

Nowadays, however, the validity of the family-tree image and
the idea often associated with this that one or more languages can

47 An important attempt at genealogical classification, especially of the Ethiopic languages, is

Hetzron7974.
48 See Hecker 1982; Altheim and Stiel 1965,313ff.,357ft.
49 Sce, for e*ample, Moscati 1950.
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History of the Hebral language

'give birth' to another tend to be regarded with suspicion as they
go beyond the evidence of the extant linguistic data. various
attempts to reconstruct this alleged cornmon language have not
met with scholarly acceptance.so

If, nonetheless, the term 'Proto-Semitic, is still to be used, it
simply refers to the totaiity of common features - isogiosses -
exhibited by the historically-observable semitic languages, which
might have been shared by this group of dialects at its earliest
period.sl Thus, 'Proto-Semitic' is more a postulate or linguistic
convention than an actual ancient language spoken by u
recognizable group.

The ancient Semitic languages have no co
and the sorts of writing that exist do not
the classification of the Semitic language
northeast, Akkadian adopted cuneiform from the non-Semitic
sumerians, and this was to have a major influence on the language.
In the northwest and south a new system evolved, later to be
passed on to Gleek, L
During the second mill
the northwest still u
cuneiform alphabet,like the one at Ugarit.

According to J. Naveh,52 the semitic alphabets originated with
Proto-Canaanite (eighteenth to seventeenth centuries BCE), from
which there was deri
the ancestor of the sy
scripts. Phoenician w
system, and from these develope
BCE) and the Aramaic script (c.

Hebrew after the Babvlonian exil

50 see R: Meyer '1966-72,r,17, etc.,and Garbini 7972, r62t.: 'una lingua comune alla base del
semitico, e ancora pir) alla base del semitico-camitico, mi sembra che sia assolutamente da
escludere.'
51 See Ullendorft 7961;1920; Moscati 1969,75.
52 paz,gtt.
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a variety of Ararnaic script known as Nabataean, from which the
system used by Arabic would later develop.

These genuinely Sernitic writing systems are historically later
than Mesopotamian cuneiform and Egyptian hieroglyphics, and
more or less conternporary with Hittite and Cretan pictographic
writing. A further system is attested in the inscriptions from
Byblos and Balu'ah, both in the Syria-Palestine region, which
probabiy date from the second millennium BCE. Although these
texts have still not been deciphered, they seem to represent an
attempt at a syllabic script that was later abandoned.s3

The Proto-Canaanite pictographic texts from Shechern, Gezer,
and Lachish (seventeenth to sixteenth centuries BCE), like the
Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions frorn Serabit el-Khadem (c. 1500 BCE),
again pictographic, are the oldest examples of alphabetic writing in
the Northwest Semitic area. The signs used are often acrophonic,
and it is clear that the inventors were acquainted with Egyptian
hieroglyphic texts. trn its origins, the system was excLusively
consonantal, and seems to have employed twenty-seven different
characters. The Ugaritic aiphabet from around the fourteenth
century BCE uses thirty characters - at l_Jgarit, and to a lesser
extent at other sites in Palestine, the techniques of cuneiforrn
writing have been adapted to an alphabetic principle.

Generally, a writing system was adapted to the phonernics of a
particular ianguage - in this respect, it is noteworthy that the
system employed by Fhoenician, the ancestor of the Hebrew and
Aramaic scripts, had by the twetrfth century BCE already dropped
five characters, reflecting the fact that Phoenician has just twenty-
two consonantal phonemes.S4

Although vowels are indicated in the cuneiform syllabaries, they
are lacking from the alphabetic scripts of the northwest and south.
Ugaritic has three different characters to represent alef with the
vowels a, i, and a. Other alphabets gradually introduced a system

53 SeeNaveh 1982,21f.
54 See Navch 7982,31ft.
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of matres lectionis to indicate vocalization, at first only at the end of
a word, later on within the word as weil. The introdtiction of
special vowel signs came rnuch late ing a wide range of
systems, frequently of a'zery lirnited

The Proto-sernitic phonological systern contains perhaps twenty-
nine consonantai phonemes,ss which despite certain modifications
have b,een conserved with great fidelity in ranguages like Arabic.

According to their point of articulation, tl're proto-sernitic
consonants can be bilabia\ (/pbrn/), high alveolar, that is,
interderttal or predorsal (/trJ-td/), trow alveolar or dental
(/td!/), liquid (/rln/), siuitant' (/szs/),s6 prepalatai (/6/),
lateralized (/s11, dorsopalatal or rnediodorsal (/kgq/), velar or
postdorsal (/b g/), pharyngeal (/b'n, or laryngeat (/, h/). There
are also the semiconsonants /w/ and /y/.

in Arabic, although the sort o ejective found in Ethiopic
seems to be older.57 In diagra representation, part of the
systern is occasionally displayed as a triangular pyramid, in
accordance with the opposition voiceless : voiced : ernphatic.s8

According to their degree of aperture, the proto-sernitic
consonants can be plosive (/p b t cl t k q,g,/), fricative

55 Thc -ost important stuciy of the Semitic consonantal system must be that of J. Cantineau

57 See Mcrsca ti 1969, 23f .
58 T'hur, Cantincau 1951, although A. Mar.tinet disagreed with this model.
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(/!4lszsShghh/), lateral (/\/) or lateralized (/d3/), vibrant
(/r /), or nasal (/rr.n/).

THE PROTO-SEMITIC CONSONANTAL PHONEMES
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The Proto-Semitic vowel phonemes are /a/ (open, velar), /i/(closed, front palatai), and /u/ (crosed, back velu.i, each of which
has short and long forms.

Hebreza in the context of the Semitic languages

In morphology, the (synchronic) study of the compatibility of
consonants within the semitic triconsonantal root has been of
particular significance, and has been conducted with great
precision in various modern works.61 Arnong the conclusions are
the following: identical or homorganic consonants do not appear in
first and second positions; even though identicar consonants can
appear there, homorganic consonants do not appear in second and
third positions (although this rure is not as rtri.ily folowed as the
preceding one); sirnilarry, with regard to positions one and three,
homorganic consonants are not,o .igo.o.rrly excluded.

Any word from a semitic 
'anguage 

can be compretely defined in
terms of root and pattern.52 Arthough in their historically-
documented forms, the semitic languages generally use triliteral
morphological roots, various studies have stressed the importance
of biliteralism in proto-semitic, including its Hamito-semitic
phase.6s rhe existence of biliteral roots, especlafly in certain crasses ,

of nouns and in the 'weak' verbs, and of semantic connexions 
:

which hold among various triliteral roots that have two radicals in r

common is now regarded as clear proof of the importance of \biconsonantalism in the earlier stages of sernitic, although there is j

perhaps insufficient evidence to clairn that all uamito-semitic i

roots were originalry biconsonantal, with the semitic languages Ievotrving later in the direction of triconsonantalisin.
In contrast to the traditional idea that the consonants are the

basic and most typical erements of the semitic root and have a
unique position in the expression of meaning, several recent works
have emphasized the considerabre irnportance of the vowels.
J' Kury/owicz has tried to appry to the semitic ranguages the same
methods that have produced excelrent results in connexion with

f 
1 sce l.u Greenberg 1950. Ar rhough this srudy is based mainry on the anarysis of some 4,000Arabic roots' its concrusions appry equaly to proto-semitic, at least in respect of verbmorphemes' see the notes and the additionar material of J. Kury/owic z (1,972, 9f f .).62 As emphasized in Cantineau 1949.

63 see Moscati 1942 Botterweck 1952, and the refinements of Kury/owicz rg72,6ft.

59 See Goetze 1958.
ff See Rabin 7963, "1.07f
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the Indo-European language family,6a attempting to explain the
Semitic verbal systern as a function of apophony. in a sirnilar way,
P. Fronzaroli has stressed the r6le of the vowels in Proto-Semitic,
suggesting that they might be present in the Lexeme, as well as
having morphological and semantic functions.6s

A detailed study of internal inflexion in the Semitic languages
was conducted by K. Petrftek.66 Using Prague School rnethods, he
paid special attention to the origin and developrnent of infixed
grammatical morphernes in noun and verb in the different Sernitic
languages. In his discussion of the noun, particular consideration is
given to the internal or 'broken' plurals which have been much
debated in recent years and for which many explanations exist:67
singular collective (C. Brockelrnann and others), abstract
(T. Noldeke), a function of apophony (j. Kury/owicz), etc.
A. Murtonen provides a detailed analysis of these plurals and the
singular forms with which they are associated. Fetr6tek's view was
that in the plural two independent lexicai units are cornbined, one
singular, the other collective or abstract, and between these two a
formal relationship is established of such stability that it eventually
develops into a paradigm, with the formal relationship becoming a
rnorphological marker of plurality. Thus ernerged a formal, more
or less mechanical, system of marking the piural in which plural
forms which were originally purely iexical (collectives) have
evolved into the basis for regular, morphological, marking of the
plural.

F. Corriente questioned whether this type of construction occurs
outside South Semitic, as similar instances from other areas lack
the characteristic apophony of the South Semitic broken plurals.
Nonetheless, he argued for the antiquity of the phenomenon and
its possible Hamito-Semitic origin. Synchronically, he regarded the
broken piurals as exemplifying apophony, although diachronically

& See Kury /ow icz 1957-58 ; 1972, 32ft.
65 Sce Fronzaroli 1963.
(6 t9eo pe+.
67 Sec especially Murtonen 1964 and Corriente 1971.
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they represent a type of external inflection which only appears to
be internal.

The case endings have also given rise to a variety of arguments.

Many specialists accept that Proto-Semitic has a declension system

of sorts, using cases parallel to those of Indo-European: nominative
(sg. -u,pl.4,du. -a ), genitive (sg.-i,Pl.-1, du. -ay), accusative (sg.

-a, pl. -7, du. +y).6a However, C. Rabin is dubious of this
widespread view and approaches the function of these endings in
a different way.69 The rnain purpose, he believes, is not the same as

that of the Indo-European case endings, but rather reflects a

peculiarly Semitic systern of 'states' (absolute, emphatic,
predicative, governed).

A striking phenomenon of a different kind is the similar
,development within many different Semitic languages, albeit by
various routes and at different times, of the feminine ending -at, so

that the J is dropped in the absolute state but retained in the
construct. However, j. Blau has demonstrated that in the various
languages this process reflects parallel developments from a very
similar basic structure.To

The Semitic verb remains controversial, with the problems raised
by H.P. Bauer's ciassic 1910 study still unresolved. According to
Bauer, the oldest form of the verb is the imperfect, which does not
indicate 'subjective' or 'objective' time but rather 'every possibie
motrnent', since it is completely atemporal. The 'apocopated' forrn
yaqtul is actually the rnore original, being lengthened later to
yaqtulu.

In contrast to Bauer's defence of the old idea that the Semitic
tenses refer to points in time, S.R. Driver, partly on the basis of
Indo-European studies, such as G. Curtius's grammar of Greek,
had earlier algued for an 'aspectual' theory of tenses in Hebrew.71

68 See Moscati 1969,94ff.
69 See Rabin 1969.
70 See Blau 1980.
71 See S.R. Driver 1892.
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For C. Brockelmann,T2 11'r. 'tenses' are subjective aspects whereby a
speaker refers to a process as having occurred (perfect) or as in the
process of unfolding (cursive, imperfect). F. Rundgren,z3 while
warning of the danger of employing the concept of ,aspects,,

drawn from a very different linguistic context, accepts that in the
Semitic verb there are two aspects, stative/fientive or
cursive/constative, which can only be understood in relationship
to one another.

Nowadays, it is generally accepted that the verb forrn qatala (and,
its variants qatila, qatula) existed in Proto-Semitic, although in the
light of Akkadian this is thought to have originally been a nominal
form with suffixes; in west semitic it developed into a truly verbal
form which expressed a state or a condition that had been brought
to completion. The number of prefix-conjugations in existence at
this stage is a matter of debate - while some argue for a single
conjugation, of the type yaqtula, which would have indicated an
action without specifying whether or not it had been completed
(and which became specialized in West Semitic to express
incomplete action in particular), others claim a second prefix-
conjugation yaqattal, a durative present corresponding to the
Akkadian iparras and attested as well, according to them, in other
west semitic dialects.T+ It is very likely that these conjugations
would have expressed through their affixes different moods of the
verb (indicative, subjunctive, jussive, energic), as seems to be
indicated by Arabic on the one hand and Ugaritic on the other.75

72 tgst.
73 :9ez.
74 see Goetze 1938, Rossler 1961; R. Meyer 1966-72; Friedrich and Rollig 1970;Blat 197g. An
opposing view is taken in Goshen-Gottstein 1969 and T.L. Fenton 1970.
75 See Moscati et a|7969,734f.
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7.4 The llamito-Semitic or Afro-Asiatic group

The Semitic languages are not an isolated language family, but are
closetry related to other groups of languages found throughout
northern Africa. These African language families differ not only
from the Semitic group, but from one another as well. The idea of a
possible 'family relationship' among Semitic and African
languages appeared in the eighteenth century,T6 and pioneering
studies were conducted by, for example, Volney and the Spanish
Jesuit Herv6s y Panduro. During the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries this idea gradually gained strength,TT eventually being
developed in a fully scientific fashion.

The publication of M. Cohen's classic 1947 study, Essai comparatif
sur Ie aocabulaire et la phondtique du chamito-sanitique, opened a new
era in the comparative study of the Hamito-Semitic languages, the
existence of which as a definite language comrnunity is now
virtually beyond doubt. The name Hamito-Semitic, derived from
the Bible, is deliberately vague. Its greatest disadvantage is that it
suggests the existence of two large groups of languages, Semitic
and Hamitic, which is inappropriate given that there are many
groups within Hamitic itself. Apart from other names which have
not fared any better,78 the designation that today enjoys general
acceptance is 'Afro-Asiatic', which was first proposed by
J.H. Greenbergzs and is now widely used in the English-speaking
world.so

75 A d"tuiled bibliography can found in M. Cohen 1942.
// Thanks to the sometimes c roversial studies of specialists like T. Benfey, J.c. Adelung
and J.S. Vater, U.F. Kopp, M.G. Schwartze, T.N. Newman, E. Renan, J.C. Mrillcr, M. Schultze,
F. Miiller, F. Praetorius, H Zimmern, T. Noldeke, and, in the twentieth century,
C. Brockelmann, H. Moller, De L. O'Leary, W. Schmidt, J. Pedersen, and especially the
members of the Hamito-Semitic linguistic groups founded in Paris (1931) and Leningrad
(1934).

78 Such as 'Eritrean' proposed by M.A. Bryan (7947)and A.N. Tucker (1967).
79 :.gsz.
80 See, for e*ample, Hodge 1970.
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The most representative Hamitic groups are Egypto_Coptic
(documented from the fourth millennium BCE), ribyco-nerber
(with an inscription frorn the second century CE;,sr Cusnitic (from
East Africa), and, according to some, Chadic.82 The problems of
classification of the almost 200 different languages which make up
this phylum have been examined in irnportant studies by
J.H. Greenberg, who used statistical methods, A.N. Tucker, and, in
particular, I.M. Diakonoff.83

Comparative study raises many difficult issues mainly because
of the vast differences in time among the various linguages,
almost 6,000 years in some instances, and because rnany African
languages were not properly documented until ttre last or even the
present century. In addition, cornparative methods themselves,
based primarily on morphology, phonetics, and vocabulary, are
under constant review.8a Interference arising from contact between
different groups,like Cushitic and semitic in Ethiopia, makes this
kind of study even more complicated.

_ 
In the field of phonology, there has been some agreement since

the appearance of Cohen's work that the Ftramito-sernitic svstem of
consonant and vowel phonemes differs little from that proposed
for Proto-semitic, although I.M. Diakonoff has suggested the
existence of two new phonemes, a glottalized voiceless bilabial,
/p'/, and a further sibilant, /s/.as

In comparative rnorphorogy, speciar attention has been given to
the Hamito-Semitic root, verb, noun, and pronoun,86 u11 of which

81 Included in this group is Guanche, spoken in the Canary Islands until the seventeenth
ccntury.
82 See D. Cohen 1968.
83 sce l.H.Greenberg 1952; Diakonoff 79GS; Tucker 1962. A good description of the
development of the issue from its beginnings can be found in Hodge 1970.& s"", fo. e"u-ple, von soden 1965. Not sJrong ago, ringuists rike H. Moler and V. christian
were still concerned with the probrem of where and whcn the putative ancestors of the

tlcd after their various migratory movements (cf. A. Cuny 1946), although
now regarded as outdated.
55; see as welr D. Cohen's generar srudy (1958, 1300ff.) of Hamito-semitic

86 See Hodge 1970,243ff.Cf. D. Cohen 1968,1307ft.
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are stitrl under discussion. However, despite differences in
emphasis and presentation, it is generally accepted that a
biconsonantal root predominated in the Hamito-Semitic languages,
and it is also argued that there was at least one prefix-conjugation,
and that there may have been a further conjugation with
duplicated second radical. The existence of a suffix-conjugation,
although defended by, for example, O. Rcissler,8T is regarded by
others as very doubtful.88

Because of the greater difficulty involved, syntactic analysis has
made much slower progress. Comparative lexicology continues to
depend on the relevant material in Cohen, although there are also
some more recent studies, especially on the relationship of
Egyptian to the Semitic languages.8e

The vitality of the Groupe Linguistique d'Etudes Chamito-
S6mitiques in Paris, whose Comptes rendues continue to appear
regularly, and the conferences devoted specifically to the fietd of
Harnito-Semitic studies, are an indication of continuing scholarly
interest and of the many tasks which still lie ahead.

7 .5 Hamito- S emitic and Indo-European

Starting with the publications of H. Moller at the beginning of the
twentieth century,eo there have been a number of studies on the
relationship of the Afro-Asiatic phylum and Indo-European, despite
the problems associated with this kind of study. Although the
lexical comparisons of Moller and M. Honnoratel did not seem
particularly cornpelling, pioneering studies of comparative
phonetics and morphology, such as those of A. Cuny,e2 have

87 pso.
88 See D. Cohen 1968, 1307ff.; Hodge 1970,247ff.
89 For example , Lacau-1970.
90 See, fo. examplc, Moller 1906; l9l l.
9l tgzz.
92:-c,$:tg+6.
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helped clarify the relationship. However, as a result of
assumptions about racial history then prevalent, Cuny, and other
scholars like H. Pedersen and G.I. Ascoli, went beyond the
evidence of shared linguistic features in developing the hypothesis
of a proto-language which was the common ancestor of both Indo-
European and Hamito-semitic. Ascoli called this putative ranguage
'Aryo-Semitic', whereas Pedersen and Cuny preferred ,Nostratic,.

Other scholars, such as P. Meriggi, also came to support this idea,
which, however, should not be regarded as well-founded.

In this type of analysis the methods used are of primary
importance, and nowadays the approach of Moller and. Cuny is
rightly viewed with suspicion. But there are difficulties as well
with the more recent analysis by S. Levin, who, basing himself
primarily on vocalized texts, concluded that there are many
common features among Hebrew, 'an aberrant Semitic language,,93
Greek, and Sanskrit. Other studies, like that of M. Fraenkel,e4
which follow in the path laid down by Mciller, are excessively
simplistic, limited to a rather crude, unscientific, comparison of
vocabulary.

Much more acceptable is the work of M.L. Mayer,es who,
without employing the image of a family tree, examined the zones
of contact between the two language groups, drawing attention to
Akkadian-Hittite and ugaritic-Hittite isoglosses, semitic
loanwords in Greek, and so on. we agree with his concrusion that
it is becoming ever more likely that in prehistoric times groups of
Indo-European and semitic languages co-existed or at least existed
in close proximity to one another, and that perhaps, after the
completion of the necessary investigations, it might be possible to
speak not of a 'mother language' (in the sense intended by Ascoli,
Mciller, Pedersen, or Cuny), but of a range of isogrosses across the
Indo-European and Semitic languages.

93 S. L".,i.t 7971,704.The work is reviewed in von Soden 1974.
94 lDZO. See 56enz-Badillos 1974.
95 rc,6o.
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Chapter 2

HEBREW, A NORTHWEST SEMITIC
LANCUAGE

2.7 The Northwest Semitic languages

The geographical and historical facts of Hebrew place it within the
Northwest semitic grorlp of languages. Recent archaeologicar and
epigraphic discoveries have been of critical importance in
increasing our knowledge about the linguistic geography of this
group, although on occasions the scarcity of evi'dence still prohibits
a precise evaluation of the characteristics and peculiarities of these
languages or dialects and of the relationships they have with one
another.l

As against the traditional classification of Northwest semitic into
two subgroups, Canaanite and Aramaic, the tendency nowadays is
to accept the proposition of s. Moscati and G. Garbini that before
the first millennium BCE one cannot speak of a contrast between
Canaanite and Ararnaic, but rather of a group of languages with
various features in cornmon.2 Less disputable is the exclusion from
Northwest semitic of Eblaite, attested in the north roughry halfway
through the third millennium BCE, as already noted in Chapter 1.

The end of the third millennium saw the arrival in the east of
AnT orite. This language was spoken by a nomadic group ca[ed in
cuneiforrn texts Amurru,3 who settled west of the Euphrates
around Mari and used Akkadian in writing. A large nurnber of
proper names as weil as some common nouns are virtually the sole

1 A good recent study is Garr 1985.
2 See Moscati "1956, etc.;Garbini "1960,7lf .
3 On the meaning of the name, see Altman 1980.



Chapter 3

PRE-EXILIC HEBREW

3.7 The historical unity and deaelopment of Hebrew

Hebrew has a long history. It has persisted as a written language
for more than 3,000 years. As a spoken language, it has had to

Nonetheless, from one perspective, especialiy if we concentrate
on the written language, it is possible to speak of the historical

syntactic structure. The truth of this statement even extends to the
following a fascinating process
of Hebrew, both its language

ave of , its
syst rba been
out cen also

possible to claim that the vocabulary of the Bible has been the basis
for all later periods, despite the numerous innovations of each era.1

Nonetheless, we cannot ignore the deep differences that also
characterize each stage of the language, and the many factors that

1 See especially Ben-Flayy.im 1985.
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have led historically to its diversification. It might be said that
diversity and unity have been constant companions during the
Ianguage's 3,000-year life. However, when attempts are made to
establish a cl.ear division of this history into different periods, it is
difficult to reach a general consensus, as the criteria used can differ
greatly.

We definitely have to take into consideration the main language
spoken by a writer, be it Hebrew (during the centuries it survived
both as a spoken and as a written language), Aramaic, Arabic, or
the vernacular of the various peoples among whom the |ews trived
in the diaspora.2 We might also include, in addition to purely
linguistic criteria, other socio-historical considerations which have
had a substantial bearing on the various stages of the language,
leading to distinctive 'consolidations of the tranguage'.3 There are
also other factors that have left their mark on the language and
most definitely have to be taken into account if an adequate
classification of Hebrew in its various stages and traditions is to be
achieved. These include such matters as differences of dialect,
historical changes that led to the dominance of one dialect over
others, and the diversity of different groups and communities who
continued to make use of Hebrew.

In the rest of this book, mainly for practical r:easons, Hebrew rvill
be divided into four periods correspond.ing to four quite different
linguistic corpuses: Biblical Hebrew (BFtr), Rabbinic Hebrew (RH),
and Mediaeval Hebrew (MH), as well as Modern or Israeli Hebrew
(IH), which is only afforded summary treatment in this work.
However conventional and unadventurous this classification
might seem, it does serve as a framework for our goal of providing
a diachronic view of the language, while at the same time irnplying
acceptance of the argument that RH is clearly distinguished frorn
BH by many factors, especially in morphology and lexis. We also
recognize that the status of MH is rnuch less clearly defined than

2 This ir the basic criterion established by Z. Ben-Hayyim (1985).
3 Thus, C. Rabin (1985).
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It has often been stated that BH is not a language in the full
sense of the word but merely a 'fragment of langua ge' ,4 only a part
of the language actually used by the Israelites prior to the exile.
This is without doubt one of the most serious limitations for an
adequate study of its history. Ten centuries ago, the Jews of spain
were futrly conscious of this, as demonstrated by the words of some
cordoban scholars: 'Had we not left our country as exiles, we
shor.rld today possess the whole of our ranguage as in former
ti.rnes.'5 The approxirnately 8,000 lexicatr iterns preserved in the
books of the Bib1e would not have been enough to meet the needs
of a triving language.

3.2 Tke origins of Hebrew

Tl-re historical problem of the origins of Hebrew, sometirnes raised
tion of the nguage spoken by the
s?' or 'Wh of the conquerors of
is beyond y, which is concernecl

only with more narrowly tinguistic issues. whatever the truth of
the rnatter, we have to recognize that the exact beginnings of the
Hebrew language are still surrounded by mystery.e

From the mornent of its appearance in a documented written
for offers, the previous chapter, clear
evi belong ite group of languages, with
cer ities of ly this means that when the
israelite tribes settled in Canaan they adopted the language of that
country, at least for their written documents. Ancient, and
certainly anachronistic, traditions about these semi-nomads allude
to Ara :5), but inferences of
nature drawn from this. In
where are portrayed as ma

4 See Ullendorff 1971.
5 S. Benavente, Tdubot de los discipulos de Menahem contra Dunai ben Inbrat(Granada, 19g6),20.
5SeeRabin 1979,71.
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break from Laban (Gn37:47),various writers have seen ar-l allusion
to the time when the Israerites abandoned Ararnaic and adopted
the Canaanite language of the country they were living in. trn any
case, there is a clear continuity between ew as it is historically
attested and the language of the El-A a Letters, which datefrom before the settlement of the Israelites in canaan. This is not todeny that Israel's monotheism coutrd have had ol.u. mfncafions
for particular semantic fields, thus distinguishing Hebre# frorn the

Ples'z
istic issues, it was suggested in
at Hebrew is not a hornogeneous

ache ,E in which_ it is posqible to

ano-!!r-gt-mqse--ree-e-rg-l-4yer,cl,oserfi?rliiktf;
The clearest evidence for this theory, it was argued, was the
existence of forms like Ep (qa.") ,he arose, and E.]Irarn) ,he wasraised', in which the transiti om ri > d had not taken place as it had inthe other canaanite dialects, and which contrasterl with other
lo.1.t like Eipl, (naqom) 'we shall arise, and Diln (marom)
'height', where the change has occurred. trn the (son)'flock', the same transition has taken place, as al inCanaanite, although the consonantal foim ]NS (q,n) contir-lues toindicate a. different pronunciation, probably refrecirng the situation
notdmg at an earlier period.

This theory aroused fierce debate. Its opponents believed thatthe data adduced in its favour could be explained either asresulting frorn an unaccented a or as dialeci forrns, withoutneeding to accept the notion of two levers of rnorphologicar
structure in the hollow verb (of which the verban forms .irud uboo.are exanrples)' Moreover, the kinctr 

'f linguistic borrowing

7 See Morag 1985.
8 The first to formulate this theory was H.p. Bauer who in 1910 (23ff.) was already arguingthat some elements of Hebrew, such as the consecutive tenses, had a crose rerationship withAkkadian. In the Hlsfonsche Crammatik(H.p. Bauer and l.eander 7922, l6tf .),the hypothesis isdeveloped in the clearest terms.
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proposed would be more probable in connexion with words
closely related by rneaning (due to socio-cultural factors) rather
than, as was the case in Hebrew, by rnorphology - for exarnpLe,
nouns of the type qdtal denoting profession or ending in J- (- an).
Neither could it simprly be adrnitted that the consecutive tenses of
the verb belonged to the earlier stratu.m and the other forrns to the
later.e

As weltr as rnodified versions of the 'Ivlischspracfte'hypothesis
which continued t'o receive a measure of support until recently,i0
there have also b,een clairns by various schcllars, often led by
considerations of an atrlegedly historicai nature, that clear traces of
Ararrtaic can be fourtd in the orip;ins of Hebrew.11 F{owever, the
variotrs rebuttals of the 'Mischsprache' theorylz have ensured that it
is no tronger generaliy regarded as very plausible nowadays, and a
different kind of approach to the problems which fuelled tl"re
theory is favoured.

Various recent studiesl3 have ernphasized that Ararnaic might
have influenced Flebrew very sfrongly, not when F{ebrew first
emerged but many centuries later, in the second half of the first
millennium BCE up fo the beginnings of the Common Era. T'hus, it
is generaliy accepted that in the phonology, morphology, and
trexicon of LBH, as wetrtr as in RH, there is a significant Aramaic
component. Sirnilarly, in the linguistic systern of the Masoretes
features of Ararnaic pronunciation have been superimposecr on
Hebrew.

9 see Bergstrdsser 1923,253ff. Bauer's response (1924) presents no substantiallyrnew

Hebrew is woven are Accadian and Aramean'; in G R. Driver 1953 he lays great ernphasis on
the influence of Aramaic on Flebrew poetry, although he also accepts that sorne 'Aramaisms,
might go back to Common Scrnitic.
11 See, for example, Birkeland 1940; Baumgartner. 1959,222 25. R.Meyer (j.g66-72, l,29)
aPPcars to offcr sorne suPport to these clairns, but in his 1957 article, Meyer clearly distanced
himself from them, even though he recognized the existence of various levels, from old
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If, in various ways, we recognize in Hebrew elements that
differentiate it frorn the neighbouring Canaanite dialects, we do
not believe that these are derived from the Aramaic or Amorite
that the Israelites might perhaps have spoken before they settled in
Canaan, but instead that they result, for exampre, from linguistic
conservativism, frorn independent linguistic developrnents within
Hebrew, and from dialect diversity (about which we are acquiring
ever rnore evidence). Increasingly it is betrieved that whereas BH
was the language of literature and adrn ation, the spoken
language even before the exile might have an eariy version of
what would later become RH.14 There are notabre differences
between the type of ianguage used for poetry (which seems to be
cLoser to the tranguages found in neighbourirrg countries) and that
ernployed by classicatr prose,15 as well as differences between the
northern and southern or jerusaiemite dialects. A further
significant feature is the influence of various foreign languages on
Hebrew over the centuries.l6

3.3 The language of archnic biblical poetry

The poetry of the Bible, like ttrat of other Northwest semitic
ich differs in various ways frorn
in generaX, an earli.er stage of
in language, style, and content

with neigtrbouring dialects, especially those to the north.
Notable among the biblical passages that best reflect Archaic

ew are the Song of Moses (Ex 15), the Song of Deborah (Jg 5),
iessings of Jacob (Gn 49) and of Moses (Di 33), the Oracles of

14 See M"H. Segat 1935, 7; Bendavid 195t,69ff .
15 See G.t{. Driver 1953.
16 Thus, for example, C. Rabin: 'It is ... possible to surmise that sorne of the fusional character
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Balaam (Nm 23-24), and the Foem of Moses (Dt32), as well as

Ps 68 and other early psalms. The written corPus is relatively
small, and has been altered over the centuries to accommodate

changes hic practice, although it still clearly Preserves
certain a es. In recent decades the consonantal text has

been the object of many studies, based on anaiysis of its metrical

structure and on the spelling reflected in contemPorary

inscriptions, in an attempt to clarify these documents and to
restore archaic forms that the N4asoretes faited to recognize'l7

Included among these is the widespread use of the third person

pronominal suffix in- Crrn), for example m]Q)l (yelasyumu) 'they

iorr". thern' (Ex 15:5), with preservation of the original t (y) of the

root, and in?>nt (yoklcmo) 'it consumes them' (Ex L5:7), the

second person feminine suffix')- (-ky), the third person singular
nnasculine suffix i]- (-h) instead of l- (-w), as in i''ll'! ('yrh, Pron.
'116)'his donkey' (Gn49:7I), and with li'l- Chw), for exampleli'il-
(-yhw, pron. €hil), instead of l'- (-yw, pron. -aw) in the plural, the

infinitive absolute with temporal value, as in ne'dorl for Masoretic

relative -tp 6ae) or {p Csa), as in'llDpp (Saq-qamti) '(the time) that

you arose' (lg5:7), which also exemplifies the use of the second

person feminine in tl-l- (-ty). Other archaic features include the

negative )! ftut) instead of Nb (lo'), the indefinite or interrogative
pronoun'fll (mn) in]mlpl-'lD (min y"qumun) 'whoever rises up',
(Dt 33:11), the verbal suffix n- ({) in the third person feminine, as

17 Irl thir connexion, the works of W.F. Albright and his school stand out. Examples include

Albright on the Balaam oracles (1944), the Psalm of Habakkuk (1950), and Ps 58 (1950-51),

F.M. Cross and D.N, Freedman on the Blessings of Moses (1948), Ps 18 (1953), and the song of

Miriam (1955), and B. Vawter on Gn 49 (1955). Among general studies are Albright 1945'

Cross and Freedman 1952, Freedman 1950, 1972, 1,980, and Hummel 7957. See, however,

D.W. Goodwin's criticisms (1959) about the methods employed in this type of work' There is

a good presentation of the issues raised by the Song of Deborah in Soggin 1981'
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Chapter 4

BIBLICAL HEBREW IN ITS
VARIOUS TRADITIONS

4.7 The transmission of Biblicnl Hebrew

The preservation of classical Hebrew is inseparably connected with
how the text of the Bible was transmitted down the centuries. After
a long period of formation in which the various texts were
expanded, modified, and, after the exile, adjusted in a variety of
ways,l and in which the palaeo-Hebrew script gradually gave way
to Aramaic square characters, the text of each book began to
stabilize. Originaily, this was not a totally rrniform process, as is
evident from the variants found in eariy rnanuscripts and the
versions, but it did becorne rnore obvious and thoroughgoing,
especially in the Tannaitic period.

By the end of the first or the beginning of the second century
CE,z the consonantaL text seerns to have becorne completely stable,
bringing to an end a period of textual diversity, which had arisen
due perhaps to the existence of various locatr texts3 or more
probably to the use of particular versions within different retrigious
or other groups.a

Within the jewish comrnunity, awareness of the sacred character
of the biblical text, ultimately extending to its srnallest details,
helped to guarantee its transrnission frorn one generation to

1 See, for example, Eissfeldt 7965,562ft.;Fohrer 1968,488ff.; McCarthy i981.
2 See M. Greenberg 1956; Barth6lemy 1978,347f(.
3 Following a theory first stated by W.F. Albright (1955), F.M. Cross (1958; 7964;19661became

a notable advocate of this view, which, however, has found little favour in rnore recent
scholarship.
4 See Talmon 1970; Cross and Talmon 1975, 3271f .
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another in the horne and especiaXly arnong the cornrnu.nity's
teachers and religious officers. I-ong before precise notes about the
conservation of the text had been set down in writing, a rnuch
older oral tradition had developed in order to ensure the
transn-lission in exact detail of the text, which couid not be
modified or undergo addition or deletiorr of a single letter.s

Th.e sat'erim or professional scribes played a major rdle in the
careful corrservation of the text and in determining ttr"le precise
forrn in which it was to be read and pronourrced. The rabbinic
writings allude to the painstaking work of the kotaanim and
laularim, copyists and cXerks charged with reproducing the text in
every detail, while other specialists worked out the exact
significance of rnore obscure features.5

In the era of the Amoraim, the halakhah had already established
precise guidelines about how the text of the Bible was to be read
and written. Without touching the received consonantai text at all,
certain indications and signs were introduced into copies of the
text to make It easier to understand. The rules about pauses and
accents, which enable a correct melodic recitation of the text, also
seem to date from this time.z

The first Masoretic observations to help establish the use of
scriptio plena or defectioa in the text were Listed in manuscript form
before the eighth century CE. Vocalization systems and various
traditions of reading the biblical text had been fixed and then
transrnitted orally rnany centuries before it was felt necessary to
embody it in graphic notation. The various systems of accentuation
and vocalization introduced into the text of the Bibtre by the
Masoretes had started to develop by about the sixth or seventh
century CE.a As is wetrl known, from the tenth century one such
systern eventually imposed its authority over the others, spreading
from Tiberias to the entire jewish world. This was the systern

5 See the words ofJosephus in Confra Apioneml:42.
6 See Dotan 1971.,'1405.
TSeeDotan 1971,1472f.
8 See Morag 1974; Chicsa 1979,37; Dotan 1981a.



devised by the lr4asoretic family of Ben-Asher in the wake of

painstak ich e

develop iatio
tranded The

the Hebrew Bible, from that of ]acob b. Hayyirne to those of the

present day, have been based on the various codices that preserve

ihe Een-Asher system of pointing. And it is on the basis of these

texts, reproducing more or less exactly the tsen-Asher tradition,

that analysis of BH has been conducted, atrbeit with sorne attention

being paid to other traditions'
There can be little doubt about the general trustworthiness of the

transmission as

s or'anornalous' for ib
phenomena known o

obvious influence by cognate languages.l0 Nonetheless, tlrere was

a long period between the editing and canonization of the biblical

texts and their pointing by the Masoretes. Over rnany centuries it
was p for the original v tion, transmitted only in oratr

form a multilingual e rnent, to alter considerabiy'
s due to develoP Hebrew itself and

of the influence of Suages, particularly
later, Arabic. Ttre a unified standard

text probably aiso involvecl the eliminatio and structures

that were too archaic to be understood so turies after the

rnaterial had first been cornposed.

According to Paul Kahtre's well-known thesis,l1 the Masoretic,

especially the Tiberian, systern of p on i's not simply a
representation of how Hebrew was pxonounced in the

sixth to eighth centuries; it also bears witness to the active

intervention of the Masoretes, who deliberately introduced various

corrections or reconstructions intended to guarantee that Hebrew

9 prrblish*d by Daniel Bomberg in Venice, 7524/25. It represcnts a text that embodies a

variety of Masoretic traditions.
10 See Motug '1972a;1'974.
11 First formulated in Kahle 1921; see Kahle 1959 (1st ed, , 1947),764t1.

na

would be 'pronounced as it should be" and not as it actually had

been during the previous centurres' influenced by Aramaic'1z The

Masoretic innovation or reconstruction of a phonological system

failen en of particular relevance to the

iation (reconstructed on the basis of

the d of the bgdkPt consonants' the

pronominalsuffixl-(-tsa),and..theverbsuffixilF-(-ta).Although
reflected in other studies,r3 such an image of Masoretic activity is

generally rejected nowadays'1a Ftrowever' it is possible'

i^a.p.r,i"ntly of Kahle's thesis, to accept that there might be

importan en the

language gs'

Before ha the

various Masoretic traditions - and

Tiberian - it is worth viewing the process of transmission from the

otherend,bylookingatrnate-rialwhichtakesusaSnearaspossible" *hich rePres of a 'Pre-

om making with' for

amaritan trad Pter 5)' or'

chaPters, comParing Phenomena and

processes in Hebrew
languages, additional
can also be obtained
transcriPtions from the third cen

12 I., Kuhl" 1g2"t,1.g27-30,25f1., and 1959,156tl.,Kahle based his theory on examination of', for

example,thePalestinianandSamar.itantraditions,theGreektlanscriPtionsinA.Sperber
1937-38, and PiYYut rhYmes'
13 See Leander 1936; R. Meyer 1951; Murtonen 1968a'

74 diametrically opposed to Kahle's theory; see' for

cx ntly' Bronno 1940' etc'' E Y Kutscher 7949-52'IIl'

43 ' 
and Dietrich 1968'1241t'
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4.2The testimony of the Greekand Latin transcriptions

The numerous Greek and Latin transcriptions of Hebrew names
and other expressions, which date mainly from the third century
BCE to the fourth century CE, undoubtedly provide first-hand
information about pre-Masoretic BH.ts Because we know far more
about the phonology and pronunciation of Greek and Latin than of
the semitic languages, these transcriptions represent an invaluable
witness to the Hebrew of this period. On the other hand, it has to
be recognized as well that there are considerable difficulties
involved. In the first place, the phonology of Greek ar-rd Latin is
very different from that of Hebrew, and these languages do not
possess graphemes that can exactly represent the sounds of
Hebrew. And although we do not know what judgements were
actually made when transcribing so different a language, the
authors of the transcriptions would certainly have approached
Hebrew from the phonological perspective of their own Xanguage.
The variation of place and time is also a problem, as we cannot
simply accept that BH, which had already ceased to be a living
Ianguage, underwent a unified development in places as diverse as
Alexandria and Palestine. Neither do we know if the data afforded
by the transcriptions correspond to the standard., more or less
official, pronunciation of Hebrew in this period or to diarect or
substandard forms. on top of all these difficulties is the fact that
the transcriptions have to be studied in manuscripts that are
frequently late and defective, presenting many variants and
corruptions in names that the copyists found completely alien.

The transcriptions in the septuagint, which reflect the intellectual
and iinguistic climate of Alexandria in the third to second

15 Examples of the many studies on this subject are: Frankel 1g41; siegfried 1gg4;
Konnecke 1885; Mercati 1.895-96, erc.; RriZibka 1908; Margolis 1909-10; 1925-26;schlatter 1913;
wurz1925, etc.; speiser 1925-A;Pretzl1932; A. sperber 7937-3g; staples 1939; Lisowsky 1940;
Bronno 1940, etc.; sutcliffe 1948; Kahle 1961;1962;Barr 7966-67;1967;1967a; Emerton 1970;
wevers 7970;s5enz-Badillos 1975a; Harviainen 1977; Janssens 19g2; Murtonen 19g1-g2; 19g6.
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centuries BCE, rnight cast some light on the neutralization of the
Proto-Sernitic velar phonernes h/ and / E/ with their
corresponding pharyngeals, a process which stili does not seem to
have been fully completed by the time that the Greek translation of
the Pentateuch was made. According to one modern study,16
whereas in almost all instances of names that include an original
/\t/ tnis phonerne is transcribed by zero or by vowel rnutation, in
the majority of narnes with an original ftl/ , the usual transcription
rs kappa or chi. Thus, there was still a perceived difference between
the two Hebrew phonemes, even though both were represented by
a single grapherne. Somewhat siinilar comments apply to / fi/:
except in the last books of the Bibre /' / is transcribed in a fairly
systematic way by zero or vowel mutation, whereas original / g/ is
represented'by gamma.17 Thus, when the Greek translation of the
Pentateuch was rnade, /{/ was stiti a distinct phoneme, but when
the rernaining books were translated, it may no longer have been
pronounced, surviving exctrusively in public reading of the Bible
before finally disappearing completely.ls

Paul Kahle and his foxlowers, in particular A. sperber,le assessed.
the evidence in a quite different way. According to sperber, at the
tinie the septuagint was composed the gutturals did not have reai
consonantal val.ue,2o and were normally transcribed as vowels. The
bgdkpt consonants had just one realization in Greek,zt namely, as
fricatives. Analysis of the Greek transcriptions in odgen's secunda

16 See Wevers 1970. Although in this study Wevers clearly distances himself from earlier
positions, like that of l{iZiika (1908), his conclusions have generally been well received (see,
for example, steiner 1977, 720, n.28), and have also been further developed and refined,
particularly in J. Blau's decisive 1982 article (pp. Meff).
lTSeeBlau 1982,7131f.
18 See Blau 7982,143f.
19 B3z-28.
20 E'o"n though /h,2, according to sperber, was transcribed in an ear'lier pe riodby chi(but see
Wevers 1970).
21 occasionally, however, kappa appears in prace of chi, and where there is gemination,
sequences like tau-theta are found in the Septuagint.
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(third century CETzz and of the Latin transcriptions of ferorne
(fourth century CE) corroborated for Sperber KahLe's theory
concerning the gutturals and the bgdkpt consonants"

Both gutturals and bgdkpt aroused great controversy. In the first
place, the transcription data are not entirely unequivocal, and, in
any case, they do not have to be interpreted in the way proposed
by Kahle's followers. Regarding th.e bgdkpt consonants, in the
second-century CE transcriptions of Aqr-lila, Syrnmachus, and
Theodotion, 'the Three',23 the tendency is for just one
transcriptional equivalent for each consonant, but there are also

clear si[ns of a dual realization, especially r,vhen the consonants
have dagesft. A more uniforrn system of transcription is found in
the Secunda, which systematicatrly uses chi,phi, and theta, and in
Jerome's transcriptions, which employ ch, ph, and. th.z+ Flowever, as

variou.s scholars have pointed out,25 it cannot be inferrecl frorn this
type of data alone that the reLevant Hebrew consonants were
realized ontry as fricatives. The fact that in the transcriptions of the
Septuagint or of 'the Three' we can also fincl kappa, pi, and tau,

which have always had exciusively plosive value in Greek, is

evidence of a dual, ptrosive/fricative, pronunci.atiorl of kaf , pe, amd

taza at the time. The examples frorn tl:re Secunda or ]erome are rnore
difficult to evaluate. Here, a single series of Greek or l-atin
grapherrres, correspond.ing to an aspirated or fricative
pronuncLation, is used. But again, there is no reason to assume that
the absence of overt indications of allophonic differences in these

transcriptions means that the only realization of the Hebrew
phonen-les was fricative.26

I-ooking at ttr-re problem frorn a wider perspective, we find that
ttrre data ci.ted correspond to inforn'ration provided by Greek

22 On the second column of Origcn's Hexapla, see Jellicoe 1968, 106ff. and Ferni{ndez 1979,

191ff.
23 See Sdcnz-Badillos 1975a.
24 With the wcll-known exceptionof appadno atDn"tl:45
25 Especially E. Bronno (1943, etc.) in respect of the Secwda and J. Barr (1967) for Jerome.
26 See, for examplc, Bronno 1968,795f.;Ban 7967,lff.
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pr ceased' or that Hebrew

su s, and this rneans that the

M been as radical as Kahle

indicates that /, / is merely a aocalis littera, this probably has to be

understood in the context of an attemPt by |erome to prevent /'/

27 See Ba.r 7967. Barr believes that the statement that the gutturals were 'adspirationes suas

vocesqueconrnutant,(Denominibushebraicis,PL23,TT,shouldnotbeunderstoodtomean
thattheywereconfusedwithoneanother,butthateachwaspronounceddifferentlyin
Hebrew.
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the pronunciation of these consonants.2s Moreover, througtrottt tl'te

transcriptions there are at least indications that the sounds had not
entirely disappeared frorn pronunciation. It shoutrd be pointed out,
however, that a process of weakening affecting these consonants
can be detected from the second haif of the first mitrlennium BCE
up to the beginnings of the Common Era in rnany Canaanite and
Aramaic dialects close to Hebrew, as well as in every tradition of
Hebrew, even though in some areas their values were better
preserved. It is possible to determine two centres frorn which the
phenomenon of guttural-weakening spread ouf, an eastern
(Babylonian Talmud, Mandaean) and a western (Sarnaria,

Qumran, various sites in Galilee). The existence of an Akkadian
substratum in the east and a Greek in th.e west wou.ld also have
played apart.2e But it is difficult to find support from the materiaL
cited for the theory of the complete disappearance of the gutturals
and their restoration by the Masoretes, as held by Kahle and his
school.30

The transcriptions offer us substantial inforrnation about many
other aspects of contemporary Hebrew phonology and
morphology. Vocalization does not always coincide with that
established later by the Tiberian Masoretes, but occasionally comes
closer to what is found in other Hebrew traditions. 'Iiberian qarnes

is sometimes represented by alpha, sometimes by omicron,pathah
and segol by alpha and epsilon, and occasional\y omicron, sere

generally by eta, andhireq by iota, although at tirnes for various
reasons this is replaced by alpha (where the 'law of attenuation' has

not operated) or epsilon.Hireq gadol is representedby epsilon-iota or
simply iota,holemby omicron or lmega, and qibbus and shureq

normally by omicron-upsilon. Shewa mobile is sornetimes expressed
by zero, but more often by epsilon or occasionally alpha or another
vowel. Shewa quiescens is represented not by zero but by a fultr
vowel, and this is true as weltr of the fua{et's or untrashort vowels.

28 See Bronno 1968,'193.
29 See S:ienz-Badillos 1 975a.
30 See Janssetrs 1982,41,tf.
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This materiatr and similar data aiso suggest that penultirnate stress

was dorninant, as in other Hebrew traditions. 'Phitrippi's traw' efid

not operate, at least in the transcriptions of the Secunda.3l

At the start of a word, wazn is usuatrly transcribed as omicron-

upsilon, with this sequence or omegn in non-initial positions' At art

early period, zayin, trike ttrle other sibilants, was represented by
sigma, but later by zeta.

Morphologicai developments did not always proceed in a

straightforward way. For exarnple, in connexion with segotrate

nouns, whereas in t}'re Septuagint and 'the Three' ttrre vocalization
a-e predominates, forming a bisyllabic word with anaptyctic vowel,
the Secunda better reflects their originaltry monosyilabic shape.

There is a more urriforrn transcription of nouns of the type maqtal,

which did not shift fo miqtAl as in the Tiberian tradition.3z The
article is reproduced as a-, with gemination of the following
consonant indicated in the Secwnda and later works. The prefixed
particXes have the forrn ba-, chn-, la-, although they can aiso appear

with e- or without a vowen.33 The second person singular
rnasculine pronorninal suffix is -ach. As in other traditions of
Hebrew, verbs, inciuding suffixed forms, retain both vowels in the

stern. The secorrd person singular mascu.Lj.ne of ti"le suffix-
conjugation norrnanly ends in theta; rn the prefix-conjr.rgation, the
prefix usually takes a or e.34 The first vowel of the Pi'el and Hif il is
e.35

There are, of coutrse, probierns in interpreting the different data,
even setting aside the position of Kahle and his followers.
E. Brsnno believed that the Secundq confirms the retriabiliiy of the
Tiberian tradition, although he recognized that certain
developments had taken piace ir-l the interirn.36 For E.Y. Kutscher,

31 See Eronno 7943,448. But cf. Ben-Flayyim 1988-89,119f.
32 See A. Sperber 1937 38,135tf.,191,f.; Bronno 1943,451.
33 See A. Sperber 1,937-38, 794f ; Branna 1943, 452.
34 See A. Sperber 1,937-38,156f.
35 See A. Sperber 1937 38,164ff.; Bronno 1,943,448.
36 See Btonno 1943,462f.
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on the other hand, the transcriptional rnaterial differs from
Tiberian Hebrew because it does not correspond to the officiai or
standard version of Hebrew, represented exclusively by
synagogue readings of ttr-re Bible, but rather to dialect or
'substandard' forms.37 Eut given that we have no information
whatever about the tradition of synagogue reading, Kutscher's
distinction is difficuit to prove. The Greek and n atin transcriptions
represent an earlier stage of Hebrew than do the Masoretic
traditions, and they coincide in several ways with conservative
features found in various traditions of Hebrew. The nature of the
d-ata we possess suggests we value each and every tradition rather
than creating a dichotomy between the normative tradition and the
others" The wide range of features we have noted indicates that
linguistic development was far from uniforrn. Even though they
share a number of common tendencies, a variety of Hebrew
traditions is seen to have co-existed during this period.

4.3 Biblical Ilebrezu according to the Falestinian traditian

In 1839, S.D.Lrzzatto first drew attention to the Mahzor Vitry'stse
of the expression b*lUt ffN l)P: (niqqrd '€r€s yi6ra'el) 'the
pointing of the Land of Israel, Falestinian pointing',38 in contrast to
the Tiberian system and to 'our pointing'.3e Frorn that time, even
though texts with this kind of vocalization were unknown, the

37 See E.Y. Kutscher 1974, 67-71.
38 tr" th" edition of S. Hurwitz (Bcrlin, 1BB9 93D, p. a62.
39 See K"rem Hemed, lY (1839), 203. After long dcbate, this passage is today interpreted in
very different ways: M. Friedliinder (1896,94t.) believed that 'our pointing' refers to the
Babylonian system/ a view acceptcd by P.E. Kahle (e.g 7927-30,24). N. Allony (1964) thought
it referred to ttre Palestino-Tiberian pronunciation. L Eldar (1978, I,172ff.) showed that the
supralincar Palestinian pointing system was not known at the time in Europe, and that the
author used the expression 'Palestinian pointing' with reference to the type of pronunciation
that Allony called Palestino-Tiberian, widespread in central Europe during the Middle Ages -
'our pointing' would, therefore, have been another system found only in France and parts of
Germany.
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term ,Palestinian pointing' started to gain currency, with reference

to the supralinear notation of one of the three most important
Masoretic traditions and reflecting a Hebrew diaLect or group of
,dialects frorn Palestine dating from at least the seventh century CE'

From the end of the last century, thanks to the momentous

discovery of the Cairo Genizah documents, various biblical and

piyyttl texts which employ at least a partial Palestinian system

becarne known.
The first Palestinian texts were published by A.Neubauer'40

shortty afterwards, M. Friedlinder wrote two studies of the

pointing system employed,al and C. Levias edited a number of
iiturgical texts.a2 The beginning of the twentieth century saw the

appearance of Faul Kahle's first study on the subject to which he

would later make so decisive a contribution.a3 His great work
Masoreten des Westensaa contains important analyses of the

Palestinian system as well as editions of liturgical and biblical texts

which use it. Kahle's views were developed in his contribution to

Bauer and l-eander's Historische Glamffiailkas and,later, in The Cairo

Genizah.a6 For him the pronunciation underlying the Palestinian

system is that used by official circles in Palestine in the sixth to
eighth centuries cE. It constitutes an early, rather impractical,
stage of Tiberian pointing, which in turn represents no more than a

correction of the earlier system on the basis of an idealized model

of a form of language that never actuaily existed.aT

Over the decades, other scholars have continued the work of

editing and studying new fragments.as works of particular

4o t8g+-gs.
41 Friedlalde. 7894-95; 1896.
42 See Levias 1898-99.
43 KuhI" 1901. See also Kahle 1901a;1925.
44 K"hre i,g2z1o.
45 K"hl" 7922,98ff.
46 Kahl" 1959 (1st ed., 1947),66t(.,336ff.
47 See Kahle 1921;1922,84.
48 S"", fo. example, Spanier 1929; Kober 1929; Edclmann 1934; Ormann 1934; Leander \936;

Bar'1936; Murtonen 1958; Weil 1.967-62. See also Dotan 1971, 1433ff'; Morag 7972,34tf '
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Chapter 5

HEBREW IN THE PERIOD OF THE
SECOND TEMPLE

5.'1. Post-exilic Biblical Hebrew

The Babylonian exile marks the beginning of a new stage in the
development of Hebrew. The spoken and written ianguages had
been drifting apart before the exile, and the social and political
turmoil brought about by the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction
of the First Temple produced a significant change in the linguistic
status quo to the detriment of Biblical Hebrew, a comprornise
literary language. Returning exiles from the upper and better-
educated classes, who had been exposed for several decades to an
Aramaic cultural and linguistic environment, would have
preferred Aramaic, which had spread throughout the Assyrian
empire as the language of administration, commerce, and
diplomacy. Quite probably, though, their contemporaries from the
lower classes, who had remained in Judah, would still not have
been able to understand Aramaic, just as they had been unable to
understand it a century and a half before.l

During the period of Persian domination, from the edict of
Cyrus (538 BCE) up to the victory of Alexander (332 BCE), due to
historical and political circumstances the Jewish cornmunity
experienced a degree of multilingualism. Aramaic became
standard for communication with the outside world and in certain
kinds of literature, although at the same time a late form of Biblical
Hebrew (LBH) was often used in literary composition, maintaining

1 cr. z x 18:26=Is 36:11.
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a style found in earlier works of scripture. In addition, it is very
trikely, at least in the south, that people continued to speak a
vernacular forrn of Hebrew which some centuries later would be

written down and receive the narne of Rabbinic Hebrew (RH).2

I-BH is the language of most of the books of the Bible written
after the exiie. Right up to the time of the destruction of the First
Ternple, classical Hebrew had continued in use, as demonstrated
by biblical texts and, especially, by inscriptions and ostraca
reflecting contemporary usage. The exile, which meant an end to
the monarchy and led to the breakdown of social structures,
signalled a time of profound change which also significantly
affected the Hebrew language. In the writings that foltrowed this
event an attempt was made at first to irnitate pre-exilic works,
repeating their formulas and vocabulary. A degree of
modernization, though, was unavoidabie. The impact of the
colloquial language is very obvious, as is the growing influence of
Imperial Aramaic. In Galilee and Samaria, Aramaic dialects
became the day-to-day means of communication, whereas iudah
held on to Hebrew" It is likely that by this time square Aramaic
characters had aiready begun to replace the palaeo-Hebrew script,
although the process was not completed until the Hellenistic
period, and remnants of the old system r,rrere maintained right
down to the Bar-Kochba revolt.3 The continued use of Hebrew as a

literary idiom despite atrl these changes resulted principally from a

sense of veneration which compelled authors of religious works to
look for models in the pre-exilic language. During half a

millenniurn LBH was used for the closing books of the canon, most
of the deutero-canonical literature, a number of pseudepigraphic
and apocalyptic corrrpositions, and the Qumran documents. The
Pharisees deliberately avoided LBH, presenting their teaching in
the language of the spoken vernacular. Due to their labours, this

2 See Rabin 1958;7976;Naveh and Greenfield 1984.
3 See M. Wagner 1966, 7; Naveh and Greenfield 1984,125ff .
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form of Hebrew would soon devetrop into a literary language (RH),
which later replaced LBH.+

There are, however, obvious differences of language and stytre in
the various books composed in LBH. trn sorne, great efforts have
been rnade to reproduce the eartrier biblical language faithfully,
whereas in others we can see clear traces of the colloquial idiom,
an eariy forrn of RH. In the rnajority of works, though, the most
outstanding feature is the dominating influence of Ararnaic.s LBH
did not develop in a straightforward way. As an exclusively
literary ianguage, isolated from the real world, nothing prevented
the authors of later works, like Esther and Daniel or some of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, from trying to adhere rnore closely than earlier,
exilic, works, like Chronicles and Ezra, to the language of the
Torah.

The researcher's first major difficulty is to establish exactly what
the LBH 'corpus' is. Of course, textual criticisrn is of great help in
ascertaining which books may be regarded as post-exilic, but there
are often serious disagreements among the experts. On the other
hand, arguments from linguistic analysis can also be problematic -
if a large number of Aramaisms within a book were to be accepted
as a criterion for its lateness, this would lead to the grouping
together of archaic poetic texts, which retain vestiges of an early
shared vocabulary, and later texts, which have been influenced by
Irnperial Aramaic. Aramaisms of themselves cannot be used as
proof that a work is post-exilic.6

4 See Rabin '1976,7015.
5 See Bendavid 1967, 60tf.
6 A very simiiar position was adoptcd by, for example, E. Kautzsch (1902,104), whose study
of .Aramaisms was standard for many years. In our view, though, a much more precise and
valid analysis is that of A. Hurvitz (1,968,235ff .), who agrees with the remarks directed at
Kautzsch by T. Nrildeke (1903) and establishes the rule that an Aramaism may be used as
evidence that a work is late only if it occurs with some regularity in late Hebrew.
Furthermore, such a form ought not to be isolated, but should be found in the context of other
Aramaisms, and there should be no other explanation for its presence within a text - for
example, the Aramaisms of Job or Proverbs may derive from old Aramaic, and are, therefore,
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Practically every biblical book in its present state has some trace
of Aramaic, in vocabulary, morphology, or syntax. In certain
instances, this may be due to late reworking of material or to the
activity of the Masoretes, but often Aramaisms are also found in
the original form of a book. Aside from ancient poetic texts, the
works in which Aramaisms are relatively abundant are Esther,
Koheleth, Song of Songs, Ezra,lob, Daniel, Nehemiah, and 1 & 2
Chronicles.z Job is peculiar in that archaic elements appear
alongside features that are late and perhaps dialectal, and so it is
advisable at present to set this book apart from other works that
are clearly post-exilic. We should bear in mind, though, that some

books written after the exile, like Ruth and Lamentations/ contain
hardly any Aramaisms, and that a number of the Psalms, as well as

some other post-exilic sapiential and prophetic works, are not
especially affected by them.

Of special interest for the linguistic study of this period are post-
exiiic loanwords from Persian and Greek, taken into Hebrew
indirectly aia Ar amaic.s

Various scholars have tried to show that the original language of
a nurnber of books from the Persian and Hellenistic periods was
Aramaic, and that they were later translated into Hebrew. This
view has been defended, although never entirely convincingly, in
connexion with Job, Koheleth, Daniel, Esther, 1 & 2 Chronicles,
Proverbs, and even Ezekiel.g The same issue is met in respect of
pseudepigrapha from the Hellenistic, Hasmonaean, and Roman
period5.l0

Work in this field demands precise methods. If we begin by
comparing writings that we know for certain to be post-exilic, such
as 1 & 2 Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah, with parallel pre-exilic

very different from post-exilic Aramaisms, whereas the language of the Song of Songs may
appear to have Aramaic features because of its origins in the northern kingdom.
7 S.e M. Wagner '1966,745.

8 See M. Wagner 1966,752f.
9 See the list of attempts in M. Wagner 19€f.,146ff .

l0SeeRost 1.971,22ff.
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texts, like Samuel-Kings (which runs parallel to Chronicles), we
can discover many differences between the two periods. Analysis
should then be extended to passages which do not have parailels
but are independent compositions of the Chronicler and
linguistically more representative, seeing that they do rtot rely on
other sources.ll Without needing to assume that they are all
completely homogeneous, it then becornes possible to examine
other books that might be post-exilic for characteristics shared with
the definitely post-exilic material, for late features, and for
Aramaisms, so that we can draw firm conclusions about a given
work's date of composition. Cornparison with the Dead Sea Scrolls,
Ben Sira, liturgical texts, Samaritan Hebrew, and RH then allows
us to identify the main features of this stage of the Hebrew
language.12 Ultimately, though, it is difficuit to arrive at a
completely secure analysis, as there is always the possibitity that
what appear to be late features, akin to those of the spoken
vernacular, might be interpreted as dialectal, originating in the
north, for example.t3 Only by detailed study, using both literary
and linguistic criteria, can a fair degree of certainty sometimes be
achieved.

The Book of (1 & 2) Chronicles is especially instructive about the
nature of LBH, as on many occasions it rewrites passages from
Samuel-Kings, bringing the language up to date and adapting it to
post-exilic usage. Regarding orthography, we see in Chronicles a
tendency to employ a more plene form of writing, with matres
lectionis more widespread than in BH. There are also changes in

11 Wh".eus A. Kropat's classic study (1909) is based on an analysis of the parallel texts in
Chronicles and Samuel-Kings, R. Polzin's more recent work (1976) argues that it is the non-
parallel texts of 1 & 2 Chronicles that more genuinely represent the essential characteristics of
post-exilic Hebrew. We believe that the two approaches are complementary rather than
contradictory, although, from a methodological perspective, it is easier to begin by using
Kropat's technique.
12 The fullest and most convincing study of this subfect is undoubtedly that of A. Hurvitz
(7972).
13 See Gordon 1955a
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noun patterns, with archaic forms replaced by late ones14 - for
exarnpLe, il??FB (nnamlaka) 'ki.ngdon'n' is systematicaliy replaced
by nD)6 (mai$!). Another difference is that instead of the usuatr

forrn pPHl (darnmae6aeq) 'Darnascus', found. in Kings and othen

writings fron'l the earnier period, the Chronicler uses on six
occasions the form PqQll (darmdaq).ls Sorne archaic particles
which had been used alrnost exctrusively to express ernphasis, sucl'r

as :'[$ ('a\) 'surely' and t{! (n?1) 'pra!' , have been eliminated frone
the parallel texts irr Cluonicles, and many expressions regarded as

archaic have been replaced by rnore modern equivalents.l6
Particularly widespread are changes in pronouns and particX.es, so

that, for example, '?5S ('anokr) 'I' is systernatically replaced by tl|}
('^ru-), with bb\ ('rel) 'to' being reptraced by -) 11e-i, 'lpi? (mip-

pen6) 'frorlr before' by'lp?n (r'ri1-li-pne), and ]'$ ('ek) '}'row' by
:jtil ftdl5). There are also differences i.r'l rnore generatr vocabulary,
with, for example, fi;'ll (gewiyyot) 'bodies' being replaced by nbll
(gnBo!) and 9Uq5 ('ebael) 'tarnarisk'Uy n!$ ('6ia) 'terebinth' at L C
1A:72.r2

Certain morphological features clearly reflect late usage, such as

the 'doubtre plural' Ri'ij.'l ftiraniyyot) 'fortresses' (2C 77:72;27:4)

formed from il]'F ftflrh), itself a iate term.l8 Sorne nouns/ like n]"1F
(llaedwa) 'joy' (Ne 8:10; tr C1.6:27), h'Ll$ ('iggaeraet)'letter', and i'TFIE

(paei;ra) 'governor', or-rly, or nearly only, appear in post-exilic
books. This is also true of expressions like b!:'i0 (fop 'al) '(show)
goodness towarcls'19 and of the use of certain particles, such as 9!
('atr) for )$ ('ot) 'to'. Aii the above features are characteristic of
LBH. The replacennent of singular forms by plurals in paraXlel
texts, for exarnptre H'n?F (p.sahim) for |TQF (pesah) 'Passover' and

14 See E.Y. Kutscher 7982,81
15 See Hurvitz '1972,17f .
16 See Bendavi d L967,67ft.
17 On vocabuiart see Polzin 1976,7231f., a study of 84 expressions from Chronicles which
rnight be regarded as representative of I-BH because of mcaning or usa8e.
18 See Hurvitz 1972,'181.
19 See Flurvitz 7972,22ff.
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EtQJ (damrm) for E:j (dam) 'blood', or the use of double plurals in
genitive constructions, such as E'SIJ tt{J'lF (hara5e 'esim) 'workers
of woods' (1 C 14:1) and hiDllJ oUlS ('arf€ Sernot) ,persons of
reputes' (7 C 12:37), foreshadow similar developrnents in RH.20

The syntax of Chronicles contains a number of features that are
clearly late. Sorne are due to Aramaic, others to natural

within Hebrew.21 The author ly avoids
nstructions of the sort -! *]pi i"-) ,and

one narned (the city)' (i.e. 'and fthe cityl was named,;25 S:9),
replacing this by -? lXlt? (qare'u 1e-) iit. 'and they named (the
city)' (1 C 1.1.:7), or JSi! l! ('a4 bd'u\a) 'until you corne, (lit. ,arntil

your coming'), as well as the passive oI Qal, so that, for example,
l?i (yullad) 'he was born' is replaced by the Nif'al form i?i:
(noiad). tr expres sort b$t"1ipo'::
(bene yi6r ' or )$ yi6ra,el) 

jho.rs"

of Israel', writes 'el) ,Israen'. The
infinitive absolute is not employed for expressing orders and its
use as an emphatic, in conjunction with finite forrns, is also
avoided. Lengthened forms of the verb, errding in j- (-n) or
cohortatives, for example, are hardly used at all.

Plural forms generally replace archaic coilectives and other
grammaticaliy singular items from BH. When a word is repeated,
the resulting phrase has the distributive value of Latin quiuis or
'each one of': compare BH E'Jl DtJl (gebim ,ma

(Iit. 'pools, pools') at2K3:16 with I-BI{ fi?i? ab-b
boqer) 'each morning' (lit. 'in the rnorning, in the morning,) at 1 C
9:27 - Transitive forms are preferred to intransitives and the
infinitive construct with proclitic -l 11e-; 'to, has almost completely
replaced its simple equivalent and is used in preference to the
prefix-conjugation or participle. The infinitive construct preceded

20 See Bendavi d1967,70f.
21 Although it has been sevcrely criticized in certain respects, the classic study of the syntax
of Chronicles is that of A. Kropat (1909). see also the more reccnt analysis by R. polzin (1976,
28ff.), which distinguishes thirteen 'grammatical and/or syntactic fcatures' that are clearly
late and not due to Aramaic influence and another six that mav be Aramaisms.
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by the proclitic particles -! (be-) 'in, when' or -) (ke-; 'as, when' is

found less often, as is E! ('im) 'with' followed by a verbal noun,

etc., and there is also a marked reduction in the use of the narrative

formula til]) (wa-yutu) 'and it came to pass' at the beginning of a
sentence.

Certain particles acquire different uses - );X f"gat) is no longer

asseverative ('indeed'), but aCversative ('but'),:j$ ('a!) has almost

disappeared, and when it is used its value is adversative or

restrictive ('only'), not asseverative, the use of E$ t) (l.r 'im) as a

restrictive ('but only, except') is more widespread, and l$ ('az)

'then' is nearly always used with the suffix-conjugation (cf. 1C
16:7)" Nouns denoting rnaterials are usually placed in front of
numerals, not after them, and they are normally in the plural.
Asyndetic juxtaposition has already become a rarity. Various
forms of conjunction are used, sornetirnes with -'l (rye-) 'and'
preceding the first element. There are many elliptical sentences/

lacking an exptricit subject or verb, and the infinitive construct with
preposition is preferred to subordinate clauses introduced by a

conjunction. Pronorninal suffixes with accusative function are

more often attached directly to the verb than to the object-marker
nN (e!), the use of which progressively diminishes. Second and

third person plural feminine suffixes are replaced by their
masculine equivalents in the verb and the noun. The use of
proLeptic pronouns to express possession has become more

widespread. As in Aramaic, narnes of weights and measures come

before expressions of quantity, in appositional relationship. Also
perhaps of Aramaic origin is the use of nj/E'!'] (rabbim/6t)
'many' (rnasc., fem.) as an attributive adjective before the noun (Ne

9:28;1. C2B:5, etc.) and of the particle -? "r! ('4 1e-) 'until' before a

norln, as weltr as the non-assimilation of nun when the preposition

]D (min) 'from'precedes a noun without the definite article'22

Sometimes the particles n$ ('e!), as in RH, and -b (le-), as in
Biblical Ararnaic, are used to emphasize the subject of a sentence or

22 See Polzin 1,976,61tt.
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the final expression in a sequence. Waw-consecutives are
frequently replaced by copulative forms and waut apadosis has
disappeared. As in Ararnaic, -) (1e-) often functions as object-
marker. Occasionally, an attributive adjective precedes a noun, and
there are instances of unusual word order within sentences, so
that, for example, a noun in the accusative can precede an
infinitive verb. An attributive clause may be joined in asyndetic
parataxis to a noun preceded by the article. Genitive relationships
are sometimes constructed asyndetically, especially after )l 0.Ol)
'all' or a preposition, and the article can occasionally introduce a
noun clause or a verb in the suffix-conjugation (1 C 29:8, 77, etc.).23

The uses of the particle b! ('ut) to indicate direction, of -! (e-) '(ln
order) to' in final clauses, and of n$i?n (rni-qa!) instead of ]r.t (min)
'from' may be regarded as Ararnaisrns. Significant differences in
vocabulary, especially technican terrns, in style, and in the use of
particles endow the work with a quality which clearly
distinguishes it from pre-exilic compositions.

Some of the language used when Chronictres was written might
have been influenced by RH, for example the use of the
preposition bY!$ ('Oqet) 'beside' with the verb f[D' (y5b) 'sit, dwell',
instead of f-f.pf, (be-qereb) or :1in! Oe-_tob) 'in the rnidst of', or
with the verb N]l (bw') 'come', instead. of bN ('eI) 'to'. The same is
true of word order, for example J?nD n$ harn-melaeb)
'Solomon, the King' at 2 C 10:2 instead of i'l (ham-meleb
Selomo) 'the King, Solomon' at 1 K 12:2. Sometimes there is a
significant correspondence with liturgical usage, as in the
accumulation of virtually synonymous verbs or nouns (cf..1, C 76:4;
29:1,1,), marking a major departure from the norrns of pre-exilic
Hebrew.24

Although it is cornmonly held thatEzra arrd Neherniah should
be grouped together with 1 & 2 Chronicles in a single 'Work of the
Chronicler', there is considerable divergence in language and style

23 See Kropat 190g,72ff.
24 See Hurvitz 1972,45ff .
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between these two sets of books.zs Not only do the Ararnaic
sections of Ezra (4:8-6:18; 7:22-26) and 'the Neherrriah rnernoirs'
(Ne 1:1-7:5;1.2:27-1.3:31) clearXy differ frorn the other rnaterial, but
there are aXso notable differences frorn Chronicles in the rest of
Ezra-Nehemiah as well. Although contemporary works tended to
dispense with shortened forrns of the verb, 1 & 2 Chronicles
always use these in consecutive tenses. Whereas Ezra-Nehemiatl
and Daniel frequently ernploy a form analogous to the cohortative
preceded by -'l (we-) 'and' - ;r?)N:] (we-rrrkela) 'and we shall eat'
(Dn 1:12), for example - such constructions are normaily avoided
in 1 & 2 Chronicles. Ezra-Nehemiah systematically ernpioys the
contracted form i"'13 (ya) in theophoric names, whereas Chronicies
alternates this with the older form li'lt (yahu), as, for example, in
lillltBl (yeba'yahu) 'Isaiah'. There are also striking differences in
vocabulary, especially of 4 technical nature, and in style. Although
Chronicles might present linguistic features that are later than
those found in Ezra-Nehemiah, the author often diverges,
intentionaily it would seem, from the general tendencies of his
time. Nonetheless, Ezra-Nehemiah and 7 &.2 Chronicles share so

many linguistic features that a similar origin for all four books is at
Ieast a reasonable possibility.ze

In the Book of Nehemiah, and particulariy in 'the Nehemiah
mernoirs', already rnentioned, the influence of Ararnaic is cleal. It
is found in vocabuiary,like lfiN ('hz) 'shut',]F! (z"man) 'appointed
time', as well as in longer expressions, which are really calques -

aelaL le-6lam
!-FN ('im'ai h
nibma' 1e-) 'it

Chronicies and.Ezra, cardinal numbers come after the noun. There
rnight also be sorne exarnples of infiuence by the spoken
vernacular, coinciding with later RH usage, for example FrIDN:ltitr
(hayu 'ornerrrn) 'they used to say' (6:79), n?Xry ('aeslarn) 'among

25 Sce Japhet 1968; Williamson 1.977;Braun 1979; Throntveit 1982; Talshir 1988.
26 See Talshir 1988.
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thern' (4:6), i''lt'10 D!?ll (way-yik'as harbe) ,and he became very
angy' (3:33), and the use of the relative particle ltDg 1,a3*.) in a
way that corresponds to RH -tP (Sa) and Aramaic tl (di).

The sarne is true of Ezra which has simiiar linguistic features,

and fl'llfl (ta'anit)' fast' (9:S) "22

Turning to Daniel, the central issue is no longer the very obvious
influence of Aramaic, but the possibility that those sections that
have reached us in Hebrew were also originarly written in
Aramaic, and then translated.28 such a thesis has not, however,
been proved beyond doubt. the in their presenf
form these sections display an irni I1.2s

Certain of the Psalrns arnptres of late usage,
containing a considerable and ionger expressions
that only occur in the post or Ararnaic. This is not
to say that other compositions within Fsalrns are not representative
of pure BH.3o

More difficult to place, frorn a linguistic perspective, is the short
Book of Jonah, which is generaily agreed to be post-exilic.31 For
some/ the book exernplifies a fundamentally biblical type of
Hebrew, although it also displays a nurnber of RH features,
especially in vocaburary.zz trn contrast, other scholars have
emphasized Aramaisms like f'ilDtJ (,bt) htp. ,think, (7:6),l!l (za,ap)
'rage' (1:15), and h!9 (fa'am) 'decree' (3:Z). They have aiso pointed

27 See Bendavi d,'1967,64f(.
28 See Rowley 1932; Zimrnermann 1938; 7939;1960 47;Ginsberg 1948.
29 See Archer 1974.
30 See the magnificent study by A. Hurvitz (1972), whichmay be regarded as one of the most
important contributions to our knowledge of LBH. His analysis shows that psalms 103, 117,
779,'124, 125, 133, 1.44, and 145 con rain posFexil ic linguis tic features.
31 See Fohrer 1968,M2.
32 Thus, Bondavid 1967,60f.
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to other late items of vocabulary, such as i'Tl'F? (sepna) 'ship' (1:5),

)to (twt) hi. 'hurl' (1:a), pnU 6tq) 'Ue quiet' (1:11), and i'TlD (mnh)

pi. 'appoint' (2:1';4:7),zz and to some grammatical usages similar to
those already noted in Chronicles. The author's habit of switching
between'!$ ('tru) and')i$ (anoBi) 'Y (1.:9) and tU$ ('a5er) and -tl)

(5e) 'who, which' (4:70-77), together with his use of such obvious
Aramaisms as 'D?0J! (betal-1e-rni) or'n) fP$l (baraber le-mi)
'on account of whom' (7:7-8), contribute to the idiosyncratic
character of this book.

In the Song of Songs, the popular spoken language is for the first
time given literary and poetic representation.3a It is a post-exilic
collection of poems celebrating love and marriage, containing
words from Aramaic, like U-f.li ('erad) 'couch' (1:1.6), Persian, for
example OL-'IF (pardes) 'orchard' (4:73),zs and Greek, for example

Ji'lFX ('appiryon) 'palanquin' (3:9), fromphoreion. There are clear

differences from BH: '(tJau)-consecutive is avoided, the relative {
(Sae-) is used instead of llP$ ('"Ser), and the infinitive construct
with proclitic particle is hardly found at all. Some BH expressions
are employed, however, if only for rhetorical effect. Sometimes BH
forms are used alongside others that would later be found in RH -
compare, for exampie, the conjunctions t) (lc_) and -lf (be) 'that' at

2:5 and 5:8. There are numerous instances of vocabulary lacking in
BH but known frorn RH - plut.6uq) 'marketplace' (3:2), ]Q$
('ommdn) 'craftsman' (7:2), )nb (to!el) 'wall' (2:9), )i3
(mezag) 'mixture' (7:3),ll'isl) (qewu,ggo!) 'locks of hair' (4:2), and
ENI'I (t'm) hi. 'bear twins' (4:2) are examples of forms that occur
only in the Song of Songs and the rabbinic literature; furthermore,
such expressions give the irnpression of being living words, not the
results of archaic or artificiatr usage. There are also longer phrases
typical of RFtr, such as'nNT4Q'ttl 'Rr,f{q o!QE
(ki-rn'at 5ae-'abartr ... 'ad $aem-mdsdti) 'I had scarcely passed ".

33 See A. Werner 1979; Qimron 1980.
34 See Bendavi d 1967,74ff.
35 See )epsen 1958.
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when I found' at3.4, or with a very different word order from that
of the classicai language, exernplified in nfiT"ll-lU 5!$lD 'llNllllll (ul
tir'uni Seranl beharhor€!) 'do not look at me because I arn dark'
(1:6).

The tsook of Koheleth (Ecclesiastes), probabtry fronr the second

half of the third century BCE, has its own peculiarities combined
with a language very close to RH and a degree of Aramaic
influence. Thus, it uses noun patterns in Ji- Con), such as lifQf,l
(hesron) 'lack' at 1:15 and liB?ip Gilton) at8:4, and in
nl- (-14), as in Ft))Q (s(lu!) 'follf at 2:3, eristic of RH
(the latter possibly under Aramaic influence), and others that are

clearly Aramaic - f?? GQar) 'abeady' (1:tr0), f]p (qera!) 'wa{
(9:18). As in other late works, the article is not elided after a

particle, for example DJIil) (ke-h€].1aLam) 'like the sage' (8:1),

and the pronoun t))R ('inoki) 'I' is never used. i'li (zo) is
sometimes found for the dernonstrative pronoun llNt (zdt) 'this'
(2:2, etc). Other features of Koheleth include the use of the

particles'f-j! ('u{en) and;''l]'1! ('adaena) 'stlll' (4:2,3), quite aiien to

BH but well known in RH, and a tendency to create compounds by
the elision of word-initial and word-final consonants. Sirnilar RH-
type features are the accumulating of particXes, for example, lJ)lD!
(be-b€k-kebar) 'given that already' (2:76), and the use of '\t ('i)
instead of iN ('oy) 'alas' (4:'J.0; 10:15). The use of the relative
particle is also striking - although there are slightly more instances

of BH IUJ$ ('aSer), RH -1, (5e) is very colrunon too, especially with
new roots that are not used in BH. As in RH, -tp (5e-) also attracts
other particles, for example N?q? (ke-Seb-ba) 'as he came' (5:1a)

and li:tl'ttlln (mi5-3et-tiddor) 'than that you should vow' (5:4), and

there is a tendency not to distinguish roots with final t (y) and
those with final i'] (h).

We might say that in Koheieth there has been a conscious

blending of BH and RH, with the latter perhaps predominating.
Koheleth avoids using waTtJ-consecutive and introduces a late
usage of the participie as present tense, negated by jtl| ('6n) 'not'. It
is not unusual to find a forrn of expression from one period of the
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language alongside its equivaient frorn another, in the case of the
d.ernonstratives or the reiative particle, for exarnple. At tirnes the
writer atternpts to give a veneer of BH to typically RH expressions,
as with:iO ':|\ tq1tg1-fu$ ('uber ra"rti 'ani go!) 'that which I have
seen to be good' at 5:'17, ill? Ihl\FlrU$:il! (.tob 'a5ar tae'eh6z
bd-ze)'it is good that you hold onto this' at 7:78, or, at 72:7,

$ fUr$ l! ('a4 'a6ar 1o') 'before (something does) not (happen)'
instead of NbU't! ('a4 5ello'). Elsewhere, the impact of RH is
very clear, for example n][U lFtil (we-yoter 5a-haya) 'and in
addition to being', at 72:9, has no parallel in BH.35 It has been
ciaimed that the tranguage of Koheleth was influenced by the
northern dialect,3z or by Fhoenician or Canaanite.3s Although these

possibilities cannot be excluded, they do not sufficiently account
for the book's linguistic peculiarities.

A number of factors supports the view that other biblical works
were also written during or after the exile, although their late
features are not so clear. Ezekiei,39 Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi,ao
Isaiah 55-66, Proverbs, parts of fob,al Lamentations,42 Ruth,a3 s1s.4+

come into this category.
Although uncertainties rernain about whether the Book of Esther

was composed in the Maccabaean or Hasmonaean periods, it is, in

36 See Bendavid 1967,77ff.; du Plessis 1971.
37 Thus, Gordon 1955a.
38 See Dahood 7952;7952a; ^1962.

39 See Hurvitz 1982. In this exilic book there are still no clear features from LBH, although it
does provide evidence of the beginning of processes that would reach full development in the

Persian period.
40 a.E. Hltt (1981) places Malachi around 500 BCE, but points out that its language does not
contain rnany grammatical or lexical features from LBH.
41 See Hurvitz 1975, where it is shown that at least the narrative sections at the beginning and

end of the book contain linguistic features that are clearly late.
42 See Lohr 1894.
43 Many Aramaisms have been found in the text of Ruth, for example 1A! 0ane") 'therefore'
(1:13) and n'12) (te-qayyOm) 'to establish' (4:7). See Eissfeldt 1965,483.
44 Although since the time of Wellhausen, the priestly redaction of the Pentateuch - the
'Priestly Codex' (P) - has been included in the same category, the linguistic analysis by
A. Hurvitz (1974) shows that in its present statc the work is better regardcd as a product of
the pre-exilic period.
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any case, one of the latest biblical writings. Linguistic features rnay
point to a date well into the second century BCE, although the fine
points of this judgernent are open to debate. There are those who
regard ti're book as written in a fundamentally biblical idiom, with
RHtype rnodifications,4s and others who view it as a RH text with
in{luence frorn BH.+6

In Esther, new elements frorn the period are found alongside
others typical of the older langua6;e and representative of pure BH"
There are instances of BH usage in connexion with, for example,
the tenses of the verb, waw-consecutive, the infinitive construct
preceded by proclitic particle, the infinitive absolute, the narrative
formula tiiTt,) (wa-yelrn) 'and it came to pass', the genitive
construction, interrogativehe, the relative -ttUlj (afer), and basic
sentence syntax. A deliberate irnitation of classical biblical style can
be perceived, although it is not carried out in an absolutely
consistent way. Many of Esther's linguistic featr.lres correspond to
usages noted in Chronicles. These include repetition of a noun to
signal distribuiive value, pluratrization of colXective nouns, frequent
use of the infinitive construct preceded by -9 qie-) 'to' in structures
that replace the imperative or other finite forrns of the verb, disuse
of the infinitive absolute in cornrnands, direct attachment of
accusative suffixes to the verb, and overlapping uses of the
particies.

Nonetheless, in other respects, beyond those already noted, the
language is closer to BH than to that of Chronicles. For exarnple,
Esther does not ernploy the particles -) 11"-; or ilb\ (et) before a

subject for emphasis, retains the feminine forrn of the third person
plural suffix, and places cardinal nurnbers before the noun.aT Such
features indicate to what extent we are dealing here with an
artificial literary language. On the other hand, there are also some
important features that are shared with RH. These include word

45 Thrrs Bendavid '1967 , 61.
46 See Rabin 1958, 152f.
47 see str;edl 1937.
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order, for example 'J:lill Nlil-"]tD$ ('a3er ht' }rehudi) 'that he was a

few' at 3:4, the substitution of "lD.U ('md) 'stand up' for Elp (qwm),

the periphrastic use of iltil (hyh) 'be' with the participle, and the

employ'rnent of the relative particle lU$ ('aSer) on the analogy of

RFt lD 6e-), as in'llDS Et!'l,i' (yode'rm 'aS€r) 'knowing that' at

4:11. Sometirnes a different preposition is preferred, as in E'F!il]'l
(ben ha-'amrnlm) 'arnong the peoples' at 3:8; the same verse also

witnesses to the use of 'lt!| ('en) 'not' negating a participle. There

are also several late items of vocabulary not used in BH, for

exarnple, Tnf ('a!iq) 'ready' (3:14), '1i3-i (rason) 'desire' (1:8), lg;)
(kbr) be right' (B:5), and lb$ (itti) 'if only' (7:4), as well as words

from Aramaic, such as ljf t (yeqr) 'honour' (1:20) and DIN ('ns)

'compel' (1:8), and from Persian - l1:J (dat) 'law' (1:13) and ll|q[$
(' uha5teran)' royal' (8:10), for example.as

From the second to first centuries BCE come the Hebrew

fragments of Ben sira, |ubilees, and the Testaments of the Twelve

Fatiiarchs, most of which were discovered in caves near the Dead

Sea. For Ben Sira we also have some rnediaeval fragments

preserved in the cairo Genizah. In Ben sira, the main tendency is

lo imitate Btr{, although ciear traces of RH are also recognizable.ae

Its orthography atternpts to follow the BH model, although

occasionally it accords with the practice of contemporary works, as

with EtllD (mznym) for BH EtltNn (m'znym, Pron. mdzenayim)
,scales, in the Massada rnanuscript of Ben sita, 42.4. The relative

pronoun can be'ttp$ ('+mr) or lD (3e), and Ben Sira's vocabulary

iontains BH elements, including both archaisms and terms from

I-BH, as weli as components from RH and Aramaic.s0

48 See Bendavjd 1967,62ft.In a doctoral thesis, R.L. Bergey (1983) analysed a total of fifty-

eight late features in the phonology, morphology, syntax, and vocabulary of Esther, pointing

out, for example, that at least seventeen do not occur in the other post-exilic books but are

found in RH. In its language, then, Esther would come closer than any other book of the Bible

to RH.
49 See Strauss 1900; M.H. Segal 1958; Torrey 1950; Ackroyd 1953; Rabin 1958, 152. T. Penar

(1975) tries to shed light on the Hebrew text of Ben Sira from parallels in Northwest Semitic,

along the lines established by M.J. Dahood. His approach cornPlements our own.
50 See E,Y. Kutscher 1992,87ff .
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Chapter 7

MEDIAEVAL HEBREW

7.7 Historical nnd geogrnpkical backgroumd.

It is not easy to establish precise boundaries for that stage of the
Hebrew language generally known as Mediaeval Hebrew (MH).
We have already said that RFI stopped being used as a living
vernacular around the end of the second century CE, surviving for
several centuries, however, alongside Aramaic, as a literary
language.l Although the transition to MH cannot be clearly
defined, sometime during the sixth to seventh centuries and with
the advent of Arab domination, there was a first movement
towards the revitalization of Hebrew which may be considered as

marking the beginnings of MH, even though the language
remained deeply rooted in its past. This was the heyday of the
Palestinian paytanim, liturgical poets who ernployed a highly
idiosyncratic, prayerlike language pervaded by biblical allusion
and neologism.2 The same period sees the redaction of some late
midrashim and the beginning of Masoretic activity.

The new vitality was limited to Hebrew as a literary language,
but this does not mean that the tranguage had disappeared entirely
from daily use. Even though across the world Jewish communities
tended to adopt the language of the host country for norrnal
communication, they continued to pray and to read the Bible in
Hebrew. This means as well that Hebrew must stiil have been

1 See Rabin 7970,324f1.
2 Ho*e.rer, the beginnings of piyyut are to be found several centuries earlier, as shown by
H. Schirmann (7953, 72r.
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taught in jewish schools, and the testimonies of various mediaeval
travellers show us that the use of the language in conversation had
not ceased completeJ"y, as there were some communities,
aclmittedly few in r"rurnt'rer, that used F{ebrew in everyday Xife. We
now possess a considerably greater quantity of financial
documents written in F{ebrew, including, for example, merchants'
notes and papers concerning trade, faNation, and loans and other
commerci.al transactlons. Frorn the sarne period there are aLso

nurnerou.s Hebrew iniscriptlons, especially on gravestones.3
Sending lettel"s in F{ebrew to people or comrnunities in rlistant
countries was a standard practice, and travellers from other
countries arriving in a Jewish comrnunity worild normally ernploy
the language for purposes of cornmunication. Although certain
writers rnade efforts to 'revive' Hebrew, there are many
indications that it had never cornpletely died out as a spoken
language.a

A new phase in the revival of Hebrew as a literary language
began in the tenth century. Starting in the east, it very soon
reached the western iirnits of the Islamic world, and, in particular,
Andalusia. Advances in Arabic grarnmar which awoke interest in
the philoiogical study of Hebrew, as well as Karaite concentration
on BH and Rabbanite efforts not to be outpaced, contributed to this
linguistic renaissance.5

Thus, we see that MH was not sirnply an artificial, derivative
continuation of such traditional genres as piyyut, which had gained
new strength in ninth-century ltaly. The Hebrew used by the jews
of Al-Andalus developed a previously unknown vitality both in
poetry - a new secuXar verse inspired by Arabic genres as well as a
different brand of religious poetry - and in prose - phiiological
studies, commentaries on Bible and Taknud, and works of a

theological, philosophical, polernical, scientific, and medical
nature. However, Hebrew was not the only language used in these

3 See, fot example, Cantera and Millils 1956.
4 See Chomsky 1969,206ff .
5 S." Allotry 797 3 ;'197 4 a ; 1 97 5 ; 797 9 ; Roth 7983.
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fields, as Jewish writers also ernployed Arabic, occasionally for
poetry, but much rnore often in prose.

The overall picture is complex and lacks a singre ctrear pattern of
development. Closely connected with the historicatr and social
milieu in which the literature was produced and the formation of a
distinctive tradition which very soon irnposed limits ort the various
genres, there is a rnore or less marked tendency for writers to fall
back on the linguistic inheritance of tsFI and RH. Thus, they
transform the senses of old words, create new ones by analogy,
expand grammatical forms in order to adapt them to new
requirements of expression, and accept sorne degree of
modification of Hebrew under the influence of such languages as
Arabic, Ararnaic, Latin and other members of the Rornance famitry,
and German.

MH is not, properly speaking, a 'langtlage, comparable to BH or
RF{. It did not possess sufficient vitality in daily rife or even in
literature to develop into a reasonably cornplete and hornogeneous
system. MH written works display many differences, but not
enough to speak of different dialects. This is because MF{ was
never a language in the full sense, but rather a revi.val of linguistic
usages and traditions, developed according to each wri.ter's
judgernent, depending on his partic*lar social and cultural
background, and in line with his own ideas about the language.

trt is clear that throughout this revival a rnajor r6tre was played by
the rise of philology, originating in the east and encouraged on the
authorify of saadiah and other schol.ars frona North Africa, which
developed with incredible vigour in Andatrusia in the tenth and
eleventh centuries. Nonetheless, it shoutrd be rernembered that all
the resulting studies were prirnarily concerned with BFI and do not
necessarily attempt to encourage the use of Hebrew as a living
language, but rather to describe its grammar and vocabulary in the
best way possible. Only passing reference is made to RH, and
philologists do not usually discuss the revitalization of the
language that was taking place before their eyes. It is not
surprising, then, that these works are often written in Arabic, not
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Hebrew. F{owever, there were some powerful personalities,
including Solomon ibn Gabirol, who felt a sort of divine calling
impelling them to rescue their people from its blindness and to
serve it with a tongue which spoke the worthiest of languages.5

It has been correctly pointed out that Jews in the Middle Ages
held a variety of attitudes towards Hebrew.T Those who lived
u.nd.er trslarn approached the issue very differently from those in
Christian lands. The latter, although sometimes employing
Romance languages, preferred Hebrew for their literary works,
even though this was often at the expense of poor style, dubious
nnorpholog|, and questionable syntax. fews living under Islam, in
contrast, had tended since the beginning of the tenth century to use
Arabic for prose but Hebrew for poetry in an obvious attempt to
distinguish this from contemporary Arabic poetry, written in the
language of the Koran. This could have had an ideological basis,
expressly stated by certain writers as an attempt to promote their
own linguistic heritage, BH, as no less aesthetically pleasing than
the language of the Koran. There was also a religious factor - a

scrupulou.sly orthodox jew would have found it difficult to
express his feelings in the sacred language of another religion.
Flowever, an additional important factor relates to the level of
competence in Arabic itself - whereas authors and readers had no
difficulty in writing and understanding standard Arabic prose,
Arabic poetry, based much more closely on the language of the
Koran, was considerably more demanding.

Many voices were raised throughout the Middle Ages in defence
of the use of Hebrew. Among others, Saadiah, Solomon
ibn Gabirol, Moses lbnBzra, ]udah al-Harizi, fudah ibn Tibbon,
and Profiat Duran lamented in one way or another the
abandonrnent of tl're language. Some connected it directly with the
sad situation of the jewish people in exile. At one point in his life,
we find Maimonides regretting that he had written most of his

5Thus,inlbnGabirol's Set'erha-'Anak,vv.74-22.SeeS6enz-Badillos1980, 15.
7 See Halkin 1963.
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work in Arabic, perhaps because he had become increasingly
aware that many European readers had no access to his works.8
Nevertheless, when dealing with particular philosophicatr or
scientific topics, most Jews living in Muslim countries resorted to
Arabic (generally written with Hebrew characters),e which
remained during this period the language of scholars, both Jewish
and Muslim.

In Christian territories, certain translators, like those of the
Ibn Tibbon farnily, who felt keenly the probiem of using both
languages, complained that Hebrew had an excessively limited
vocabulary in comparison with Arabic. However, Al-Harizi and
Profiat Duran countered by blaming the situation on the ignorance
of those using the language. Whiie the jews of central Europe were
taking great liberties with the rules of Hebrew grammar/
authorities like Ibn Ianah and Moses and Abraham ibn Ezra
exerted themselves in a variety of ways in order to recover the
language in its full purity. The legitimacy of RH as a rneans of
expression, on its own or mixed with BH, was doubted by the most
extreme purists, although lbn janah, like Tanhum b. joseph
Yerushalmi and others, defended it.

The point at which MH ends is as uncertain as its beginni.ngs.
Setting aside the part played by some Jews in the Renaissance/

]udaism as such, after the expulsion from Spain in 1492 and the
difficulties experienced by Jewish cornmunities elsewhere, did not
undergo any significant major social or cultural changes until the
second half of the eighteenth century. For many historians, the

Jewish 'Middle Ages', and thus, in some sense, MH as well, did not
end until then. It is only with the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment)
that genuine modernization begins, although in respect of
language this was just as much tied to the past as was the Hasidic
literature of the time.lo

8 S"" his letter to the Jewish community of Lunel in A. Lichtenberg, KotLa teshuvot ha-

RnMBaM we-iggerctaw (Leipzig,1859, repr. 7969),pp.44 a-b. See Halkin 1963,238f .

9 See Baron 1958, 3ff.
10 See Rabin 1973,57ff.
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MH spread as exter-rsively as fewish connrnunities thernselves,

throughout the civilized world. with regard to MH literature, we

should distinguish an eastern area which incLudes Palestine,
Babylonia, and Egypt, a western area including North Africa and

Spain, and a central. European, or Ashkenazi, area from trtaly to
England and frorn France to eastern Europe.

The study of MH has only begun relatively recently. In the West,

until the nineteenth century, primarily theotrogicai motives ensured

an aknost exclusive concentration on BH, and, occasionally,
particularly among jewish grammarians and lexicographers, on

RH as well. From the rniddle of the last century, some basic works
of mediaeval Hebrew literature started to appear in the West,

along with a number of important sti.rdies on MH literary and

linguistic features due to the labours of, for example, M. Sachs,

W. Bacher, L. Zunz, J. Derenbourg, A" Neubauer, S.G. Stern,

P. Kokowtzow, and M. Jastrow. The rnanuscripts of the Cairo

Genizah, now housed in libraries throughout the world, have

enormously increased our knowledge of this literature.
Even so, it stili has to be said that the systematic and rigorous

study of MH began only a few decades ago, and our present
improved state of knowledge owes much to work undertaken in
recent years in Israel and by ]ewish scholars frorn other countries'
Thus, we are still in the initial phase of a new discipiine, where we

lack as yet the necessary detailed studies of MH writels and works
to develop a complete picture of the various linguistic forms which
are included under the general name of MF{.

For the language of the paytanim, we rely on the listings of
L.Ztnz}\ the embryonic dictionary of j. Kena'ani,tz t,tt*'"t Ot
M. Zulay, S. I-ieberrnan, A. Mirsky, S' Spiegel, arnd rnost
importantly in recent years, Y. Yahalom.t3 The language of saadiah

11 1920 (1st ed. , 18sr,7t6ff .,36ztf .

12 t93o-:t.
13 SeeZulay 1936, etc.; Lieberman 1939; Spiegel 1953; Mirsky 1965-66; Yahalom 1974,etc.,

especially 1985.


